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According to legend, it all began
with turkey. There was venison, too.
Waterfowl. And pumpkin.
Happy to have managed a good
harvest, the pilgrims in North America
broke bread, raised cheer, and celebrated
another year in a rugged, unforgiving—
yet bountiful—land.
As we travel further into the year, and
fall closes its embrace, we are thankful
of the kindness of family, friends, and
colleagues. We also give thanks to the
communities in which we live.
That sense of thankfulness and
community—whether of past, present,
or future, or of our nearest and dearest,
or the community—carries through
much of the November issue.
The American Chamber of Commerce
in Japan (ACCJ) section is no exception
in this regard.
Both the ACCJ and its chapter in
Chubu spotlight upcoming community

events that have enjoyed generous
support from members through the
years, namely the Charity Ball (page 48)
and the Champagne Ball (page 47).
As ACCJ President Jay Ponazecki
points out (page 43), the events are not
just an opportunity for members to close
out the year in cheer and camaraderie;
they are also a vehicle through which
they can give back to the community.
Playing one’s part in the community
is also the underlying message of the
ACCJ Leader column (page 54), which
highlights the important developments
of the My Number system and related
tax matters.
What’s more, fully engaging with the
community also means embracing its
legacies, and our book review (page 51)
suggests Japan is in some sense shackled
to its past, even as the Governor of
Tokyo reminds us (page 45) that the
metropolis, and Japan, have much to
look forward to and celebrate.
This sense of optimism and
celebration, and indeed transition, even
as the temperatures drop and the leaves
turn crimson and fall, is carried through
to the business section of this issue.
Japan is changing rather dramatically,
and three features—covering the travel
(page 12) and leisure industry as well
as in-bound tourism (page 15) and

M&A activity (page 22)—show this to
be the case.
But that change is not only being
brought from without. The “Voices of
Japan” column (page 26), as with the
“Third Arrow” (page 24) and “J-Media”
features (page 21), suggest that the
very definition of what Japan is, or will
become, in the 21st century may be in
need of re-defining.
Further, as our exclusive interviews
with venture capital company
500 Startups Japan (page 30) and a
Japanese startup shows, both nonJapanese in Japan and Japanese
themselves are challenging customs and
daring to imagine a new reality.
That is what Japanese entrepreneur
Akiko Naka is doing via her communitydriven and disruptive platform called
Wantedly (page 32).
But first, with Thanksgiving
beckoning, our cover story celebrates
the best of the US and of Japan as both
countries come together to break bread
over the dining table (page 8).
As always, we hope you enjoy the read,
and we encourage your feedback. n
A flagship publication of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ), The Journal (formerly
the ACCJ Journal) is a business magazine with a
52-year history.
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NOW TRENDING ON THE WEB

From the sweet-tasting blue crab caught in Chesapeake Bay

Japanese public of the kinds of foods that can be
made with delicious American ingredients,” says
to the succulent steaks of Texas, from the wild salmon of
Rachel Nelson, director of the Agricultural Trade
Alaska’s equally untamed rivers, to the Coney Island hot
Office at the US Embassy in Tokyo.
This year’s Taste of America campaign was
dog, Cincinnati chili, and Mississippi mud pie, US cuisine
branded Trail Mix, further emphasizing the
has so much to offer. Certainly a great deal more than the
message that American cuisine can be a journey
that encompasses a myriad flavors while at the
critics who claim that America’s only contribution to global
same time being healthy, Nelson explains.
cuisine is fast food.
“We want people to understand the tastes that
are available in all our regions,” she says, adding,
“You can’t simply define American cuisine,
To demonstrate the breadth and depth of American
because the country is so large, so different, and has been
creativity in the kitchen, selected restaurants across Tokyo
subjected to so many influences.”
took part in a two-week Taste of America campaign in early
Marking its fifth year in Japan, Taste of America was
October, bringing some of the flavors of California, New
particularly keen to highlight some US regional specialties.
York, and all points between to Japan’s food fans.
Thus, each of the restaurants that took part in the campaign
“We are trying to emphasize the diversity of American
linked the items on their menus with a city or state in the
cuisine and we want to increase awareness among the
United States.
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US-caught salmon eventually makes its way to restaurants in Tokyo.

food—which includes all the ethnic diversity that comes
with such a broad definition, Tozer emphasizes. He adds
that his personal passion for wine and American craft
beer is also reflected on the menu.
“We work every day to provide great food with good,
friendly service and a nice atmosphere,” Tozer says,
speaking to The Journal. “It’s simple, really.”
Tozer has noticed a shift in interest among consumers
toward regional US cuisine, as well as a growing taste for
what might be described as “fad food,” particularly in the
café sector, where pancakes, doughnuts, and ice cream
have carved out a firm following.
Steak houses have also dramatically increased in
number over recent years, he says, while defending one
of America’s most well-known dishes.
“Burgers and fast food can be great,” he insists. “I was just in
Los Angeles and I tried a variety of amazing new fast–casual
operations that offered healthy, fresh food at the same time
as being really innovative in their style and service, with new
ways to improve on customer satisfaction.”
LA, he concludes, “is rocking.”
Part of Tozer’s secret at Roti is to seek out traditional recipes
and the old way of doing things, whether that be dishes that
reflect the culinary culture of Cajun country, California, the
Deep South, the Mid-West, Oregon, Seattle or Texas.
Tozer describes it as a “road trip” that also incorporates
wine and craft beer with the food and the season.
He refuses to reveal all the secrets of his kitchen—unique
ingredients and techniques are part of what keeps Tozer’s loyal
customers coming back, after all—but his hopes for Taste of
America are high.
“I want the Japanese foodie consumer to be able to
recognize authentic—and the not-authentic—and to
appreciate all the extra work that has to go into making the
difference,” he says.
“This often goes over the heads of customers, although a few
get it—and we love them for that.”

PHOTO: COURTESY OF CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL EXPORT COUNCIL

To further emphasize that connection, many of the
restaurants also carried tourism literature designed to
encourage diners to continue their culinary journey in the
city or region that is synonymous with the dish.
The Longboard Café, in the Odaiba waterfront district,
unsurprisingly teamed up its recipes with Hawaii—and
even went as far as to put on hula dances for diners.
Elsewhere, Mark Dommen, the renowned chef and
partner in the One Market Restaurant in San Francisco,
gave a talk on Californian cuisine, its ingredients and
nuances. During his demonstration, Dommen whipped up
a celery salad incorporating pomegranates, pistachio nuts,
Californian olive oil, and dried figs.
Roti, a popular eatery that has become something of an
institution in the foreigner-friendly area of Roppongi, was
keen again to take part in Taste of America this year, and
linked its menu to the state of Texas.
“It has been a good promotion,” says Ian Tozer, who
opened the restaurant in February 2001. “It is good for the
image of American cuisine in Japan in general, but more
especially for the smaller, independent operators.
It also gives us the chance to create or present just one
dish, and do that single offering
very well,” he adds. “We like that.”
For this year’s Taste of
Celery farms in California provide ingredients for Taste of America
America, Roti Roppongi served
up its True Texas Chili, an
authentic dish that Tozer says
is done the “proper way”—
eschewing beans and tomatoes
and using only prime beef,
home-made chili paste, and a
couple of flavorings.
“It’s what Texans call ‘a bowl
o’ red’, ” Tozer says. “We make
our chili with US chuck steak,
guajillo and pasilla chilis from
California, and ando chilis from
New Mexico. We went the extra
mile to get these chilis directly
from the States and the results
were worth the effort.”
Roti is a high-end American
bar and grill, specializing in
serving authentic American
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Another restaurant taking part in the
campaign is Lawry’s The Prime Rib, which
has been a landmark in Beverly Hills since
1938 and operating in Tokyo since 2001.
In March 2014, the restaurant reopened
in new premises at Ebisu Garden Place, in
Ebisu, Shibuya Ward. In this hub for culture
and cuisine, Lawry’s has 330 covers and a
16-strong kitchen.
As the name suggests, Lawry’s specializes
in the very best ribs, delivered to the table
atop one of its signature “silver carts,” before
being carved and served. Brought to Japan
from Texas, the smallest serving—known
as the Tokyo cut—is a mere 160 grams of
Taste of America in full flow at Roti in Roppongi, Tokyo.
prime beef, but the Diamond Jim Brady is a
belt-buster at 510 grams.
“People come to our restaurant for our prime ribs because
wines of California, the subtleties of barbecuing from
we are really the only place in Tokyo where you can get this
Texas, and the Latin American influences in Florida’s
quality and this service,” says George Amoah, head of guest
cuisine. Part of that education is to underline just how
relations. “It’s what distinguishes us from everywhere else.”
healthy US food can be.
And he is just as keen for Japanese consumers to
“The image of US cuisine might be of burgers and
understand that America needs to be recognized for the
fast food, but I believe there is a growing sense among
quality of the cuisine that it serves up.
consumers that US restaurants are using more organic
“Our Japanese customers
and natural ingredients in
can get a real sense and taste
their dishes, and that they
of American food, they realize
are very healthy,” says Ryoko
“We are trying to emphasize
that it’s very different from the
Nakamura, head of marketing
the diversity of American
image that they had before and
at the Tokyo Marriott
many of them who have perhaps cuisine and we want to increase
Hotel Shinagawa.
hesitated to go to the United
“That’s particularly so
awareness among the Japanese
States previously now say they
in West Coast states and
public of the kinds of foods that something that we are trying
want to go there,” Amoah adds.
The US Embassy’s Rachel
to promote," she adds.
can be made with delicious
Nelson admits that, “there has
The Marriott’s Lounge &
American ingredients.”
been a real misconception here
Dining G is the social heart of
in Japan of what American
the hotel, serving coffee and
cuisine is. But, since we
light meals through the day
started the campaign in 2003, I’m confident that we are
before being transformed into a contemporary grill and
changing things.”
rotisserie venue in the evening, complete with cocktails
The evidence supports that. Today, the second-most cited
and a selection of fine wines.
reason for people traveling to the United States is for the
Another of the restaurants that took part in the
food, second only to the nation’s national parks.
Taste of America promotion is Vashon, which has
“I can’t really blame Japanese consumers for not knowing
outlets in Shibakoen and Nihonbashi. Both serve topabout our cuisine, because most Americans equally don’t
notch burgers and steaks, complemented by wine, craft
know a great deal about the food that is prepared in other
beer, and hot drinks prepared by Seattle’s Best Coffee.
parts of the country,” says Frederick W. Klose, executive
And the coffee does not only come served in mugs;
director of the California Agricultural Export Council, who
ground beans also are used in the seasoning of the
has been in Tokyo to support the campaign.
restaurants’ steaks.
“Traditionally, the food you ate was the food that was
This year’s Taste of America campaign may be over but
available in that region. So New Yorkers enjoy pizza and
restaurants with US cuisine in their DNA are gearing up
Coney Island hot dogs, but don’t necessarily know that down
for the busiest period of the year.
in New Orleans they have some fantastic gumbo and Cajun
“Thanksgiving is the most popular time for American
food,” he explains. “And that’s just because they’ve never
food in Japan,” says Tozer of Roti. “Turkey madness will
been there.
run for four days from November 26, and in that time we
“Fast food has become the exception and is available
will prepare and serve around 400 turkey meals. Not bad
everywhere, but if you take that out of the equation and go to
for a 45-seat restaurant.”
local restaurants, then the experience is completely different.”
And a pretty good sign that the Taste of America
According to Klose, it is a process of education to get the
campaign and its knock-on effects are waving the flag
word out about the Dungeness crab and crisp Chardonnay
effectively for US fare in Japan. n
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Can Budget Airlines
Boost in tourism provides lift
By Richard Smart

HK Express flights, between Tokyo’s Haneda International Airport
and Hong Kong, are a bargain, at least on paper. For less that ¥40,000,
one can get from Tokyo to the island city. But there’s a catch: the
flights arrive and leave at awkward times.
Landing from the evening
flight out of Tokyo gets
you to Hong Kong before
public transport starts; the return journey gets you
to Haneda after trains have stopped running. You get
what you pay for.
Japan is in the midst of a tourist boom. By August, the
number was up 49.1 percent from the 8.81 million logged
for the same eight months a year earlier. By September, the
nation had attracted 15 million visitors for 2015. The record
for most visitors in a year to Japan was broken September 10.

airlines using it about 40 percent less per passenger,
a saving that can be passed on.
There are, however, issues for the capital. “There’s just
not going to be enough capacity at Haneda and Narita,”
says Christopher Hood, reader in Japanese studies at
Cardiff University. “We have seen a huge increase in
foreigners, primarily Chinese, coming into Japan. If that
trend continues to any degree, and you put [the Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games] traffic on top of
that, Haneda and Narita just cannot cope.”

DESTINATION JAPAN
A large portion of the tourist surge comes from Asia. China
visitors are up 117 percent, visitors from South Korea
43 percent, Hong Kong 68 percent, and
COMPETITIVE BUDGET
Singapore 33 percent. Other countries
Finding runway space is not the
We have seen a huge
in the region, such as the Philippines,
only issue for budget airlines. In
increase in foreigners,
India, Vietnam, and Indonesia, are
January, the difficulties of succeeding
also logging double-digit growth in
on a shoestring in Japan became clear
primarily Chinese . . .
visitor numbers.
when Skymark Airlines, Japan’s first
Budget airlines are one reason more
budget carrier founded in 1998,
tourists are coming from across Asia to Japan. If people can
declared bankruptcy with an estimated ¥71 billion in debt.
get to the country for less, more will visit. AirAsia founder
As cost competition intensified in recent years, Skymark
Tony Fernandes is among the people pushing for the
found itself lumbered with unprofitable routes at a time
government to make the nation more accessible to budget
when foreign-denominated debt was increasing, reflecting
airlines. “Haneda is too full,” he told a recent conference in
the sharp drop in the yen’s value.
Bangkok, according to Kyodo News.
“Given the size of the market, it took a long time to see
Fernandes, whose Malaysia-based budget airline is the
any competition going on,” says Hood. “Skymark was never
largest in Asia, is optimistic regarding prospects in Japan.
really that competitive in terms of air fares and so on.”
He said that Osaka Kansai International Airport and Chubu
The airline, however, was able to find suitors. A group
Centrair International Airport in Nagoya both show the
led by All Nippon Airways Co., Ltd. (ANA) injected ¥18
nation’s understanding of the growth potential at the CAPA
billion into Skymark, beating competition from US carrier
Low Cost Carrier Airports Congress, which took place in
Delta Air Lines. Of this investment, ¥15 billion will be used
the Thai capital. The Nagoya airport plans to open a new
to pay off a fraction of the debt. The rest will be spent on
terminal targeting budget airlines by 2018.
improving the airline’s services.
Back in the Kanto region around Tokyo, Narita Airport
On some routes, ANA and Skymark will have coderecently opened Terminal 3, which is devoted to budget
share flights, and the beleaguered airline will purchase fuel,
airlines. The terminal, without its own train station, is not in
carry out maintenance, and conduct other key operations
the most convenient part of the airport. But Narita charges
together with the larger carrier. Integral Corp., a private
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Fly High in Japan?
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India
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Haneda Airport (Tokyo)
Central Japan Airport (Nagoya)
Kansai Airport (Osaka)

Budget airlines are one
reason more tourists
are coming from across
Asia to Japan.

equity fund, will take
a 50.1 percent share in
the airline.
But seeking out fast
growth does not appear
to be the reason for the deal. “I do not expect rapid growth
for budget airlines,” said Hideo Inagaki, an analyst at Japan
Aviation Management Research.
“The three major budget airlines in Japan are subsidiaries
of [Japan Airlines and ANA]. The two majors get good
enough financial results from domestic services for now, so
they do not have policies for the rapid expansion of budget
airlines. Also, the Japanese government has pushed budget
airlines to Narita Airport, which is a handicap, as many
passengers use Haneda Airport in Tokyo [for connecting
domestic flights].”
Keeping a grip on the Japanese market appears to be the
main reason for ANA’s deal with Skymark. Delta, whose
rival bid was rejected, continues to search for routes at
Japan’s chock-full urban airports.
Hood sees ANA winning the Skymark bid as a cause for
concern. “Rather than looking to loosen ANA and JAL’s grip,
the question is whether you can loosen ANA’s now,” he says.
“The airline is unbelievably powerful and influential. It
now has 60 percent of the domestic market, then they help
to run and train AIRDO [Co., Ltd.], Starflyer[, Inc.] . . . they
are tied in with Vanilla Air, and one or two others. And they
are the ones that will help out with Skymark now, too.
“I can understand if the company complains the
government does too much to help JAL with bankruptcy
issues and so on, but part of me also thinks somebody
needs to keep and eye on JAL because ANA is moving
toward almost a monopoly situation within the
domestic market.”

LOCAL BENEFIT
Getting budget airlines going can have benefits. JLL, a
real estate company, found in an analysis of Europe—
where budget airlines account for 40 percent of revenue
per passenger kilometer—that cheaper aviation has three
effects on cities.
It brings in more tourists from overseas; pushes out
domestic visitors, who do not wish to deal with the
growing crowds of foreigners; and helps boost the growth
of communities near the budget airline airports, which are
often far from city centers.
Such effects could help rural areas in a country served
by close to 100 airports. The government is pushing for a
revitalization of those towns and villages that, far from the
metropolises, have long seen the gap widen between their
incomes and those in urban areas.
However, for there to be any degree of revitalization,
cities will need to make themselves desirable for
budget airlines.
“I think it would be unlikely that you will get a small
airport, out in the middle of nowhere, and a low-cost
carrier will say, ‘let’s try a route there to try and revitalize
that area.’ I don’t think that’s going to be their way of doing
things,” says Hood.
For now, it seems likely that the airports to benefit from
low-cost flights will be limited to those that serve major
metropolises.
“In Japanese domestic air traffic services, budget airline
services provide only 10 percent of the country’s total
revenue passenger kilometers,” says Inagaki. That compares
with 60 percent for Southeast Asia.
There are many hurdles to overcome, but Japan’s
budget airlines have plenty of room to grow over the
long term. n
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2015 Leisure
White Paper
Dissects ¥72.9 Trillion Market
Winners, Losers, Trendsetters, and Future
Opportunities Highlighted
By Mark Schreiber

For the past four decades, the most authoritative
annual survey of Japan’s enormous recreation and
leisure market—valued last year at ¥72.9 trillion—
has been the Reja Hakusho (White Paper
on Leisure).
Currently published by the Japan Productivity Center
for Socio-Economic Development, the report is based
on government data, information reported by various
associations, plus the results of Internet questionnaires,
answered by 3,325 individuals aged between 15 and 79.
The 2014 figure for total annual leisure outlays is
considerably down from its peak of ¥90.9 trillion in
1996. Affected by natural disasters and the Fukushima
nuclear power plant meltdown in March 2011, the total
dropped from ¥74.98 trillion in 2010 to ¥72.14 trillion the
following year.
The 2014 figure of ¥72.92 trillion achieved 0.6 percent
growth over the previous year, but recovery to pre-2011
levels still has a long way to go.
Economic statistics for 2014 were also affected negatively
across the board by the increase in the consumption tax
from 5 percent to 8 percent, which resulted in the prices
of goods and services going up around 2 percent. Looking
back at the year, the 0.6 percent growth in leisure outlays
was encouraging, particularly considering that average
household income fell 3.9 percent and disposable income
3.7 percent.
That decline notwithstanding, the white paper reports
that in 2014, 17.3 percent of men and 21.6 percent of
women believed that their leisure time had increased, while
61.1 percent and 57.0 percent, respectively, said it was
unchanged from the year before.
The decreases for males and females were almost
identical, with 21.6 percent and 21.4 percent, respectively.

LEADING LEISURE ACTIVITY
With multiple replies tallied, the top 10 leisure pursuits
during 2014, for men and women of all age groups, were as
follows:
� Domestic travel, 54 million (stated by
53.5 percent)
� Eating out (as a leisure pastime), 50 million
(49.5 percent)
� Reading books, 49.9 million (49.5 percent)
� Going on drives, 48.7 million (48.2 percent)
� Window shopping, 45.1 million (44.6 percent)
� Visiting shopping centers, 44.3 million
(43.8 percent)
� Going to the movies, 30.5 million (40.1 percent)
� Visiting zoos, water parks, marinas, and
museums, 36.9 million (36.5 percent)
� Taking walks, 36.3 million (35.9 percent)
� Watching videos (including rentals), 35.9 million
(35.5 percent)

Compared with the year before, “window shopping” rose
from 7th to 5th place, “taking walks” rose from 11th to 9th
place, and posting on SNSs and Twitter rose from 20th to
17th place.
In the “declined” column, “going on drives” fell from 2nd
to 4th place; “karaoke” dropped out of the top 10, from 9th to
13th place; “playing the lottery” fell from 10th to 13th place;
and “overseas travel” declined from 37th to 40th place.
It should be noted that, while the 2014 ¥72.9 trillion revenue
total represents a 0.6 percent overall rise, by excluding outlays
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for one activity—pachinko
(a vertical Japanese pinball
machine)—the year-on-year
rise in leisure expenditures was
up 2.1 percent in 2013 and 2.0
percent in 2014.

More Japanese businesses have
been refining their marketing
strategies to meet diversifying
consumer demand

GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
Leading the growth categories was travel and excursions
which, from 2013 to 2014, showed growth of 5.0 percent.
This is considerably higher than the 0.7 percent expansion for
overall consumer outlays, such as food and clothing.
It should be noted, moreover, that in various leisure
activities’ latent markets—calculated by subtracting the
number of actual participants from the number indicating
a desire to take part—foreign travel was the top items given
by men in all age segments (31.4 percent), and women in all
segments except for those aged 70 and above (32.9 percent).
Among elderly women, the single exception, taking an
ocean cruise (19.1 percent), took first place followed by foreign
travel in the second spot (with 15.5 percent).
What’s more, the white paper includes average monetary
outlays for various leisure activities and their historical trends
in terms of increases or decreases. It also touches on the
burgeoning number of foreign visitors, which in 2014 reached
13.41 million—up 29.4 percent year on year.
This was achieved primarily by the relaxation of entry visa
requirements, solid economic growth in neighboring Asian
countries, and downward revaluation of the yen.
A side effect of foreign visitor growth was an acute shortage
of hotel rooms (plus tour buses and guides) in the greater
Tokyo area. To get around the shortage, overseas travel
agents go online and reserve large numbers of rooms under
individual names. The agents then cancel and snatch up the
vacant rooms.
Aside from the obvious disruptions this creates, the report
advises that more efforts will be needed to disperse foreign
visitors from Tokyo.
Interestingly, the study incorporates a four-page comparison
of leisure in Japan and South Korea. Based on international
labor statistics in 2010, in terms of the number of free hours
per weekday, while South Korea was shown to have 4.0 hours
(and the United States 4.7), Japan had 4.8. For weekends and
holidays, Koreans lead with 7.0 hours, followed by the United
States and 6.8 hours in Japan.
The report also features case studies of two popular
leisure destinations: the Mitsui Outlet Park, a shopping
and leisure complex in Chiba Prefecture, and efforts being
made to promote tourism in Ishikawa Prefecture following
commencement of service on the Hokuriku Shinkansen
(bullet train) line in March 2014.
Catering to travelers along the new line is the Mitsui
Outlet Park in Koyabe, Toyama Prefecture, which opened
for business on July 16. Billed as the first of its kind in the

Hokuriku region, the mall features
173 shops—of which 81 represent
the operators’ first venture in the
Hokuriku region—and parking for
2,800 vehicles.
According to Mitsui Real Estate,
there was a 1.5-fold year-on-year
increase in foreign customers
(defined as those transported aboard tour buses), at its largescale shopping facilities during 2014.
Some miscellaneous highlights from the 2015 white paper:
� Cinema revenues rose 6.7 percent overall, with
the animated Disney film Frozen achieving
¥25.48 billion in box office revenues.
� While books (-4.0 percent) and magazines
(-5.0 percent) showed year-on-year declines,
e-media achieved double-digit growth.
� Travel-related leisure was up 4.5 percent overall,
with a healthy demand maintained by railways.
� Hotel revenues grew 11.0 percent from the
2013 figure to ¥1,201 billion, buoyed by high
occupancy rates thanks to the upsurge in
foreign visitors.

CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS
Reiterating the white paper’s cover sub-title for this year—
The future of domestic travel—the final chapter provides
insightful analysis of the types of travel Japanese people
regard as most enjoyable.
These can be summed up under three headings: as
mawaru, aruku, mata kitai (to go around, to walk, wanting to
return). The first term could mean visits involving multiple
destinations, such as the five ancient roads out of Edo, the 88
temples of Shikoku, and even UNESCO world heritage sites.
The second term suggests strolling through shopping centers,
or along city streets whose appearance has been restored to
resemble the decade of the 1950s, creating a nostalgic appeal
to the post-war, baby-boom generation. The third term,
meanwhile, suggests either revisiting a spot during a different
season, or returning in the company of a friend.
Taking a cue from demand for originality, more Japanese
businesses have been refining their marketing strategies to
meet diversifying consumer demand, both in their domestic
markets and abroad.
The report anticipates potential growth through the
strategic applications of Japanese culture (including the
“Cool Japan” approach), particularly in four leisurerelated fields: sports, hobby/creative, amusement, and
travel/excursions. n
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Companies manoeuvre to
recruit top AI engineers
By Yuichiro Kanematsu and
Joshua Ogawa, Nikkei staff writers

As artificial intelligence is being used more frequently in everyday

parts with AI incorporated in the software.
Leading US chipmaker Qualcomm, for instance,
applications, such as image recognition and high-fidelity sound,
recently took over Euvision Technologies of the
corporations [in Silicon Valley] are stepping up the competition to hire
Netherlands for its strength in image recognition.
US IT leader Cisco Systems, meanwhile,
specialists in the field. Facebook and Google lead the hiring pack, with
ramped up AI research and development for
Apple and Twitter gaining ground in their own recruiting campaigns.
automotive services via a new partnership with
Preferred Networks, a venture founded by former
University of Tokyo researchers.
During a speech in San Francisco, California, Andrew Ng
Chinese IT leaders are heating up the competition as well.
demonstrated a new Baidu service that allows users to edit other
Tencent Holdings invested in Skymind in April, and search-engine
people’s facial features in pictures using an image overlay.
leader Baidu last year recruited Andrew Ng of Stanford University,
Apple, which provides its Siri service for voice recognition and
known for his joint research with Google.
automatic response, is seeking AI engineers to work on a largeAmong the Japanese, Toyota Motor announced in September
scale project already underway to improve its products, so that
(page 25) that it will begin joint research for AI applications with
they can better recommend information to users. The company is
Stanford University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
also considering partnerships with powerful AI ventures such as
(MIT). Panasonic and Fanuc, also in partnership with Preferred
Skymind of the United States.
Networks, are working to expand the industrial applications of AI.
TAKEOVERS TARGETING PERSONNEL
CHASING THE MONEY
The corporate takeover has become a popular method for acquiring
The intense competition for engineers can sometimes slow
engineers. In October, Apple acquired the British venture VocalIQ,
technological development through the siphoning off of talent.
which develops voice recognition and response services using AI.
Evernote of the United States suffered a setback after it lost a
In June, Twitter took over US venture Western Environmental
key engineer to Apple. Facebook began hiring in Europe, having
Testing Laboratory (Wetlab), which assists in the application of AI
opened a new research facility in Paris in June. Google is also
technologies. Chief Technology
aggressively acquiring highly skilled Europeans, as
Officer Nigel Duffy of leading US
seen in the takeover of British venture DeepMind
venture Sentinent Technologies said
Technologies last year.
Toyota will begin joint
the takeover proposals keep coming.
The personnel most in demand in the AI field
research for AI applications are the specialists in “deep learning.”
Parts makers are also competing
for human resources as they develop
This refers to a method of AI development
with Stanford and MIT.
that simulates the working of the human brain,
wherein a computer automatically sharpens
Major Events Related To AI R&D, Focused On Silicon Valley
its deductive ability, resulting in accelerating improvement of
image and sound recognition. Professor Geoffrey Hinton from
the University of Toronto, in Canada, coined the phrase in the
mid 2000s.
US job search site Indeed.com shows that these specialists in
and around Silicon Valley earn over 40 percent more than the
US average. In publicly recruiting skilled engineers, a company
needs to offer an annual salary of at least $200,000. That figure
reportedly multiplies if the engineer is well-known.
When it comes to technological advancement, the corporate
race is on to acquire the best and brightest from around
the world. n
©2015 Nikkei Inc. Nikkei Asian Review is published
by Nikkei Inc. All rights reserved.
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The Ultimate Security,
Created through Biology!?
Achieve innovation through “leaps of thought.”
Translation of article in Diamond online
by William H. Saito
@whsaito

In early October, I was invited to attend the 12th Science

fertilization, the surface of the egg changes its disposition
so as to shut out all other sperm, thereby according
and Technology for Society (STS) Forum held in Kyoto,
protection to that one sperm cell.
where I made a presentation at its plenary session.
In the case of cyber security, however, it has proved
much more difficult to shut out subsequent entries. If a
The theme of the session at which I spoke was “Society
logic similar to fertilization could be developed, it would be a
Changed by Information and Communications Technology
boon to digital currency transactions.
(ICT).” One of the topics I touched on was the factors shared by
some of the world’s rapid-growth enterprises.
JAPANESE INNOVATION
Take Uber, for example. Despite becoming the world’s largest
While Japan does have companies similar to Amazon.com,
taxi company, it does not own a single vehicle. Airbnb, the
they’ve been unable to break out of the mold of
world’s largest hospitality exchange service, doesn’t own a single
being imitators.
hotel room.
By contrast, take Alibaba, for example. The EC site of
The common factor in the above business models is the
the Alibaba Group, which maintains no inventory, offers
construction of a platform by which a variety of companies and
an extremely innovative business model, and one that even
consumers are brought together, with happy results. Experts on
transcends Amazon.com. How did this come about?
technology find this to be of great interest, serving, as it does, to
In the background was the social environment of China.
reaffirm how ICT is of major relevance to society as a whole.
When people made online purchases, some would pay, but
Another point I raised concerns the similarities between
not receive goods. Or, the goods they received were defective.
cyber security and such fields as biology and immunology.
So Alibaba came up with a transaction system using its
What similarities are we talking about? Stated simply, the
own electronic money. The system was set up by which the
mission of living organisms is to live. Over the past 400 million
consumer would obtain the money from Alibaba, and use it
years, through repeated innovation, DNA evolved and, through
to pay for the merchandise.
this process, organisms developed excellent security functions
When purchases were made, the money would be
to protect themselves from pathogens, accidents, and so on.
transferred from Alibaba to the seller. In the case of a
The Internet is also a living organism, so to speak. For it
cancellation, the shipping charge would be deducted and the
to continue developing, security is essential. Considering
remainder credited to the consumer.
this, there are many things we can learn from biology and
What sort of innovation, then, can we expect from Japan?
immunology that can be applied to cyber security.
One area likely to develop is the response to the so-called
I believe that next idea may come not from a vendor in
“super-aging society.”
some field of business, but through collaboration with biology
In the future, Japan will have to devise a variety of services
or some other life science.
to deal with its super-aging society. Naturally this won’t be
simple, but we can expect it to spawn a multitude of new
BIOMIMICRY
business opportunities.
Now, briefly, I’d like to touch on what I meant by cyber
While the Internet of Things (IOT), power-assist robots,
security and biology. The amazing invention of the thing we
and other businesses that cater to the aging of society are
call “money” is essential for economic development.
conspicuous, an important aspect of these will be ideas on
When I pass a ¥10,000 note to someone, I am departing
how to combine and systematize them.
from physical objects and, in effect, passing along the value of
However, the world has yet to come up with an effective
¥10,000. But it’s extremely difficult to make transactions by a
prescription for dealing with the super-aging society. To
digital currency such as BitCoin. The difficulty is in linking the
resolve such a major issue, we’ll have to depend on “idea
“I am sending data” with “I am receiving value.” And this has
leaps” that transcend the common wisdom of current laws and
made it the target of hackers.
regulations—as do the business models I mentioned earlier. n
As readers know, eggs are fertilized by a single sperm cell.
The process has been devised by nature so that only one cell out
Full-length original article:
of hundreds of millions performs the task. At the moment of
http://diamond.jp/articles/79936

For the article in full, please follow The Journal online: journal.accj.or.jp
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Strategy Key
as Japan’s M&A Market
Takes Off
By Anthony Fensom

Japan is in the midst of a merger and acquisition (M&A) boom, with cashedup companies eager to seize growth opportunities overseas, while inbound
deals have also picked up speed.
But with research showing more than
half of all M&A transactions fail, domestic
and foreign acquirers have been warned
to avoid burning their cash in the race to
acquire assets.
Although Chinese investments have hit
the headlines, even a weak yen has failed
to deter Japanese companies from racking
up record overseas deals, outspending even
their Asian rivals.
According to online M&A platform
developer Equity X Inc., Japanese
outbound M&A transactions hit a record
high of nearly $69 billion in the first nine
months of 2015, up more than 50 percent
compared with the previous year.
A shrinking domestic market, an aging
population, and the cheap cost of capital
have sparked the flight overseas, which
has already topped the 2012 record tally
of ¥7.1 trillion. In 2014, North America
was the top target for outbound M&As,

JAPAN M&A

followed by Southeast Asia, western Europe,
and northern Asia, with the financial,
industrial, and technology sectors attracting
the bulk of investments.
RETURN ON EQUITY
According to Dealogic, a New York-based
financial software company, Japanese
acquirers paid an almost 46 percent
premium for their overseas acquisitions
during the first quarter of 2015, well above
the global average of 22 percent.
But with record corporate profits, an
estimated $2 trillion of cash holdings, and a
renewed focus on return on equity (ROE),
firms have heeded Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s call to add value for shareholders.
Kenneth Lebrun, chair of the Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) Committee of the
American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ), sees little sign of a slowdown in
Japan, Inc.’s push to go global.

inbound
$6bn

domestic
$21.5bn

outbound
$69bn
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“It’s ultimately because of Japan’s
demographics and the potential for
economic growth here. The population
is going to drop from 125 million to 100
million, and then to 90 million in between
30 and 40 years.
“That’s a daunting future for almost all
Japanese companies, whether you’re selling
beer, food, insurance or anything else.
Companies have got to go outbound if they
want to grow,” says Lebrun, a partner at law
firm Shearman & Sterling’s Tokyo office.
Unlike the bubble era of the 1980s, when
Japanese companies snapped up “trophy”
US assets like Rockefeller Plaza and Pebble
Beach, Lebrun says this time there is
strategy to their approach.
“They are willing to pay for the assets
they want. They have a longer-term view
and a lower cost of capital than most
US or European investors, along with a
lower ROE, so the hurdle rate to make a
successful acquisition is lower.
“From a Western perspective, it’s often
argued that they’re overpaying . . . but the
acquisitions over the past few years have
been logical, strategic acquisitions.
“They’re buying sensible businesses
to achieve their strategic objective of
not being as dependent on the Japanese
market,” Lebrun says.
INWARD BOUND
In fiscal 2014, although overseas M&A
deals by Japanese companies numbered a
record high of 557, inbound transactions
also grew for the third straight year to
1,558, the highest number since 2009.
Yet, despite the recent surge, Japan’s
stock of FDI as a percentage of GDP stood
at just 3.5 percent at the end of 2013, well

US, EUROPEAN AND ASIAN
BOARD STRUCTURES OF FOREIGN AFFILIATED FIRMS

20%

50%

Financials

17.9%

35.8%

Economics and Business Administration,
says positive examples such as French
automaker Renault’s 1999 takeover of
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd have begun to
change opinions.
“Employees in any firm, whether Japanese
or otherwise, are generally against a takeover
as there is normally some restructuring, and
in Japan this opposition is even stronger due
to the ‘insider’ culture. But when Renault
took over Nissan, the Japanese started to
understand that a strategic acquisition could
be beneficial,” he says.
THE KEY TO SUCCESS
Bebenroth says the post-merger integration
period is crucial, with foreign acquirers
of Japanese companies needing to “take
decisions instead of just being friendly to the
Japanese employees” to realize synergies.
“You need to know what’s going on by
installing your own executives, such as the
CFO. I would also argue for employing local
foreigners, and for Japanese who have lived
abroad,” he says.
Bebenroth pointed to research showing
that employees are more important
than strategic and financial aspects in
determining the success of an M&A.
“The key success factor is having the right
strategy—just jumping in typically ends in
failure, especially in Japan if you don’t have
a relationship already.
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below the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
members’ average of 32 percent.
Keen to improve the ratio, the
administration of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe has launched measures aimed at
achieving ¥35 trillion worth of inward FDI
by 2020. The steps taken include the setting
up of an official FDI Promotion Council
and the establishment of strategic special
zones. The latter will offer incentives for
foreign companies to establish businesses in
designated areas.
The ACCJ has welcomed moves to
lower the corporate tax rate and changes
to corporate governance, including the
creation of a stewardship code.
But, obstacles remain, such as a business
culture resistant to M&As, a lack of
independent directors, exclusive supplier
networks, and restrictive labor practices.
Mai Suenaga, a lawyer at Clayton Utz,
says that more effort is required to
streamline the approvals process—to
include the lodging of necessary documents
in English rather than Japanese—although
the economy remains the key consideration.
The ACCJ has pointed to M&A barriers,
including anti-takeover defenses and the
tax treatment of corporate reorganizations,
arguing in a 2010 white paper that: “Japan is
the developed nation that presently benefits
the least, but has the most to gain, from
increasing inflows of FDI.”
Nevertheless, the US State Department
points to Japan’s continuing attractiveness
as the world’s third-biggest economy. In
addition, there are its intellectual property
protections, as well as recent moves to cut
capital gains, gift taxes, and the corporate
tax rate.
Foreign takeovers of Japanese firms
in Japan remain relatively rare, a factor
attributed to differences in corporate
culture and a perception that foreign
acquisitions will lead to layoffs.
However, Ralf Bebenroth, professor at
Kobe University’s Research Institute for

Retail
Consumer Staples
Healthcare
Entertainment

“Employees are the key factor . . . for
the target firm employees, procedural
justice is most important so they know
where they stand and what’s happening,
while the bidder firm employees need
good information,” he says.
Bebenroth suggests at least one out
of 10 top managers be non-Japanese, to
connect the affiliate to headquarters, using
a 50:50 ratio of expatriates to locally hired
foreigners. He also advises using a Westernstyle performance-based pay system,
together with offering genuine career
opportunities for staff.
Japanese employees can expect more
M&A activity ahead, especially with the
retirement of the baby-boomer generation.
According to Bloomberg News, twothirds of Japan’s small businesses have no
successors, with 95 percent of companies
still family run.
“An aging society with fewer children
poses business succession problems for
many business owners,” says Akio Kurata,
CEO of Equity X.
“In this sense, foreign-based private
equity firms in Japan can play the
role of catalysts for leading inbound
M&A transactions.”
The signing of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership Agreement could also spark
further M&A activity, such as in Japan’s
agricultural and auto industries. In
the meantime, though, it is full speed
ahead for Japan’s offshore push, even as
policymakers attempt to coax greater
domestic investment.
“There’s an unbelievable amount
of inefficiently used assets locked up
in corporate Japan that should be
transferred to companies that can use
them more efficiently,” argues Shearman &
Sterling’s Lebrun.
“Unless Japan allows in another million
people a year, the only way to squeeze more
growth is to become more productive and
efficient, and that’s where M&A is critical.” n
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE—
CAN JAPAN LEAD THE WAY?
By Richard Jolley

There are plenty of examples of sci-fi writers imagining products
that eventually become commonplace. Think video calling, touchscreen computers, and earbud headphones, the latter imagined by
Ray Bradbury in his 1950s classic novel Fahrenheit 451.
On the face of it, the sci-fi genre
seems to be a good diviner of things
to come, as well as being a popular
kind in literature. And we can imagine
dedicated research and development
departments of companies and
governmental divisions reading the
latest sci-fi in an effort to peer into the
future and outmaneuver rivals.
Given recent concerns about the
success, or otherwise, of Abenomics,
the name sometimes given to Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe’s efforts to revive
the economy, it wouldn’t be surprising
if the government of Japan had a sci-fi
reading department of its own.
It’s clear the economy needs a boost,
following decades of stagnation.
Data on industrial production at the
end of September signaled a second
consecutive quarter of negative
growth, according to the Financial
Times. Moreover, Abenomics is
rapidly running out of “arrows” to
aim at the economy, with the third
arrow—structural reform—seemingly
beginning to drag.
Indeed, a sci-fi ministry isn’t so
far fetched when you consider how
important the government sees
technology as helping solve the
country’s woes.
Abenomics puts the Internet of
Things (IOT), big data, robotics, and
artificial intelligence (AI) at the heart
of its revitalization strategy. The goal
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is to accelerate development across all
four fields, and formulate a vision for
both the public and private sectors.

Mitsuru Ishizuka is a professor
at Waseda University and professor
emeritus at the University of Tokyo.
He has been working in AI at the latter
institution since 1980.
Mitsuru admits that Japan is
considerably behind the United
States in “deep learning,” a central
technology in AI, although the
country is working hard to catch
up. For instance, the government
has established a new AI research
center, and is planning another one to
promote AI in the country.
As he points out, big data is key for
deep learning, and Japan lacks the
expertise and financial strength of US
multinationals such as Google Inc. or
Facebook, Inc.
“These companies can invest big
money in AI and add the resulting
new values to their services. In Japan,
there are much smaller companies
with specific AI technologies,”
Mitsuru explains.

THINKING MACHINES?
Of the four fields, Japan is strongest in
robotics. Softbank’s Pepper—described
as the world’s first personal robot—
grabbed the headlines when it went on
sale here.
A lot was made of Pepper’s ability to
read a person’s emotions and respond
with words and actions that reflected a
person’s moods. The product sold out as
soon as it became available, with people
eager to have a robot of their own.
Yet Pepper still feels a long way
from having the kind of intelligence
we can expect in the future.
For example, it wouldn’t
Abenomics puts the . . . IOT,
pass the Turing Test, a
benchmark in the science of
big data, robotics, and . . . AI at the
AI for determining whether
heart of its revitalization strategy.
a machine exhibits behavior
indistinguishable from that
of a human.
ARTIFICIAL VERSUS NATURAL
The launch of Pepper raises some
The United States has been big in
important points. On the one hand, it
AI for some time now, and the list of
demonstrates Japan’s robotics heritage,
companies with IOT, big data, and
accumulated after years of successfully
AI expertise goes way beyond Google
building industrial robots. On the
and Facebook.
other, however, it indicates relative
One of the best known is IBM,
weaknesses in areas such as IOT, big
which developed Watson, the
data and AI. After all, what have we
AI computer. Famously, Watson
seen in these areas to compete with the
was built to win the US generalPepper launch?
knowledge quiz show Jeopardy!,

developing an intelligent automobile,
as reported in the New York Times.
The project is a collaboration
with Stanford University and
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. What makes it interesting
is that Toyota is taking a different tack
from Google and Tesla Motors, which
are developing automated cars. With
Toyota, the onus is on the automobile
to assist the driver for a safer journey.
BACK TO SCHOOL
For Japan to broaden its horizons
around technology, it’s going to
require a shift in education, Saito
believes. Greater emphasis has to be
put on creative thinking in schools,
colleges, and universities.
Saito wrote in a recent article for
The Journal about Japan’s Galapagos
syndrome. He would like to see a
better balance between logic and
creative thinking, with psychology
and physiology sitting alongside
traditional computer science
and mathematics.
He says this is crucial since IOT,
big data, AI, and robotics will
increasingly merge, demanding
different skill sets. Saito says:
“Robotics today in Japan is still very
electro-mechanical. It is logically
orientated. Robots will need to learn
by themselves. Robotics 20 years
from now will look nothing like it
does today.”

THIRD ARROW

where contestants are presented
with answers and must propose
the questions.
In 2011, Watson won the show
and, since then, has morphed into
multiple applications. The computer
follows a framework that reflects
human decision-making (observe,
interpret, evaluate, decide) but can
crunch more data than humans
ever could.
Japanese entrepreneur and venture
capitalist William Saito is a fan.
Saito, a professionally trained cook,
has used the IBM Chef Watson
service to help prepare some unique
dishes.
He says: “Designers told Watson
to read all the cook books available
and then use big data to find
patterns of combinations to make
something appealing.”
On the whole, Saito’s dishes have
been a success, and he can see some
exciting applications for Watson’s
IOT, big data, and AI mix. “Combine
Watson with a refrigerator, for
instance,” he says. “You go to your
refrigerator and it gives you a recipe
based on the food in the fridge
prioritized by expiration date.”

THE AI AGE
Mazakazu Hirokawa is an assistant
professor in the AI laboratory at the
University of Tsukuba. He’s seeing the
merger of robotics and AI firsthand,
and expects the trend to continue as
described by Saito.
Hirokawa agrees that the Japanese
model focuses more on technology that
addresses social issues and is less about
creating global solutions. In his work,
he focuses on robotics. His ambition
is to develop the software to enable a
robot to adapt itself to each user and
become a “buddy.”
“I’m trying to create algorithms
that help robots learn and predictively
determine what and how humans want
them to act through experience-based
inferences,” Hirokawa explains.
His aims go way beyond Softbank’s
Pepper, though, to a place where
the barriers between humans and
machines, not just robots, disappear.
It’s a world where the kind of powered
full-body suits worn in Iron Man
comics aren’t just worn on film sets and
at Hallowe’en, but all year round and in
everyday life.
It could be some years yet before
these kinds of things become everyday,
but it’s just a question of time—and
software. “We have the hardware to be
able to do it, but the important thing
is developing the software,” Hirokawa
says. “That is the challenge, and I’m
working on it.” n

IOT, AI, AND OPPORTUNITY
Through his work, Saito can
distinguish between IOT, big data,
robotics and AI in Japan and in
the United States. He thinks that
AI is seen through a
particularly narrow lens
in Japan, where too much
Preference Inference
emphasis is placed on
robotic appendages.
BEFORE
AFTER
The idea of creating
cyborgs—humans with
B
State A
mechanical parts—seems
C
to dominate a lot of
State A
Observation
thinking. This mindset
Human
C
State D
is understandable when
Trainer
you consider Japan has a
Internal Model
GOOD
rapidly ageing population
New
where the demand for
Action a
B
A
Action c
C
E
assisted living is only
going to grow.
BAD
?
?
But still, it’s a design
Action b
C
A
choice from among many
options. Take cars for
The robotic agent acquires the user’s decision-making criteria (i.e., preference) as
example. Toyota was in the
an internal model through interaction with the user. After the model is acquired, the
news recently for financing
agent becomes capable of self-tuning its own behavior as preferred by the user, and
a $50 million research
predicting the user’s intention.
project (page 19) on
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Harry Kosato:
The World is His Oyster
By Dr. Nancy Snow

Hakuei “Harry” Kosato is a man constantly on the move—he logs over
200,000 miles a year in air travel. Greetings from Singapore, London,
Mumbai, or Tokyo in a week’s span are not unusual.
Kosato cannot help but be a man of
the world. Conversations often start
with questions about his nationality:
“So, Harry, are you Japanese? Are
you Chinese?” His first answer: “I’m
human.” Second, “Like you, I’m a
citizen of the world.”
Kosato’s Twitter profile is
birthplace-, education- and placedefined: “Born Kobe, Japan. LSE/
Oxford-educated entrepreneur.
Publisher. Been there; done that. Calls
Singapore, Tokyo, Mumbai home.”

As CEO of La Ditta Ltd., he’s a
promoter of Japanese excellence in
design and cuisine who’s learned
from some of the most iconic brand
champions in the world—entrepreneurs
Richard Branson and James Dyson.
Kosato’s entrepreneurial spirit has
roots in Kobe, the home of his parents,
who are second-generation Chinese
born in Japan. His Kobe-born father
began teaching English in the 1960s.
A polyglot (Mandarin, Cantonese,
English, French, Spanish, Japanese), his
father has a reputation
for excellent public
speaking, and won a
university scholarship
to study in the
I’m just one
United States.
tiny star in
Kosato describes
his life as a series
the global
of breakthroughs.
constellation
The first was a
linguistic break:
“Most all of the
people in my family went to Chinese
or Japanese schools. My father was
adamant about sending me to [an]
international school.” Kosato spoke
only Japanese before his international
school plunge.
It was at St. Michael’s International
School that his dad first named
the Japanese-speaking 5-year-old
Hakuei, “Harry” in English. The name
“Harry” or “Mr. Harry,” as he is often
called, stuck within his family, where
his brother Junei became known
as “Jonathan.”

Kosato at his graduation
from Oxford University
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The next breakthrough was
attending Kobe’s Canadian
Academy (CA), today home to
more than 35 nationalities, and to
at least 10 in Harry’s homeroom in
the ’80s.
“The friends you meet really
change the way you think,” says
Kosato. “I was in a group of good
friends who were intelligent,
outgoing, and very international.”
In the 1980s, when Japan Inc.
was so dominant, it was not
the norm for children in Japan
to automatically attend an
international school.
His experience of merging
national identities in an
international setting explains
Kosato’s outward curiosity and
embracing outlook today, when, by
his own account, he connects with
2,000 to 4,000 people a year.
I’m just one tiny star in the global
constellation known as ‘Mr. Harry
from Oxford.’
Kosato’s high school
graduation year was 1989, when
students took over Beijing’s
Tiananmen Square to rally for
democracy, and the Berlin Wall
collapsed, opening up then-East
Germany to the West after three
decades. It was also the year he
left Kobe for the London School of
Economics and Political Science
(LSE), in the United Kingdom.
Only 5 percent of Kosato’s
graduating class from the CA
attended a non-US university.
Meanwhile, he was deciding
between Brown University in
Providence, Rhode Island, and
the LSE, in the heart of one of the
world’s most diverse cities.

The move to London was a
breakthrough in access to top
intellectuals and entrepreneurs. He
finished the three-year first-degree
program in social psychology at the
LSE, and his father encouraged him
to stay for another year to finish a
masters. At the University of Oxford,
he studied social welfare and wrote a
master’s thesis comparing attitudes to
leisure and work between Japan and
the UK.
One of Kosato’s major life
experiences was the Kobe earthquake
on January 17, 1995. For five days,
he could not get in touch with
his parents, who lived some five
kilometers from the worst affected
zone. Once he reconnected, he
returned home to see for himself
what had happened, and help
distribute relief supplies. “It was a
shock. I realized that anything can
happen to you at any time.”
He wanted to travel and live in
another part of the world, and make
some impact in the world. Within
six months, Kosato was living in
Bangkok—where he and his wife
opened an English and Japanese
language school. He was doing very
well until he lost the business during
the 1997 Asian financial crisis.
Kosato then moved on to
publishing in Sydney, Bangkok,
and Seoul, where he and his wife
produced travel books for wealthy
Japanese wanting to travel to
Southeast Asia.
When he was 18 years old, Kosato
had read a book by a certain Richard
Branson, which may have played a
large part in that detour from Brown
to the LSE. By the time he graduated
from Oxford in the 1990s, Branson
had already created many business
ventures under the Virgin label.

VOICES OF JAPAN

At the opening night of the Cool Japan Festival 2015, in India are (from left): Bollywood fashion
designer Narendra Kumar, the Consul General of Japan in Mumbai Yoshiaki Ito, and Hakuei Kosato.

purifiers. The company also provides
consultancy services, including advising
prefectural governments in Japan.
Kosato is still making breakthroughs
every day. He oversees his Sushi &
More takeaway, delivery, and catering
business in India. There, in Mumbai,
he also runs a successful Cool Japan
Festival that is intended to promote
Japan Inc. and is now in its fourth year.
The event has each year attracted over a
100,000 people.
In September, I met Kosato at the
Foreign Correspondents’ Club of Japan
for a La Ditta-organized All-Japan
Oyster Opening Championship and
Festival featuring oysters from the
Tohoku region. Modeled on Ireland’s
61-year-old Galway International
Oyster & Seafood Festival, Kosato’s
version included Miss World Japan
finalists and remarks by Anne
Barrington, Ireland’s ambassador to
Japan. Not lost on me was “Mr. World”
himself, who was overseeing it all. n

One day, while traveling for
business with his publishing company,
Kosato made a quick stop in Tokyo
and picked up a copy of The Japan
Times. In it was an ad from Branson
challenging anyone to compete with
Pepsi and Coca-Cola in marketing
Virgin Cola in Japan—this was the
heyday of the Virgin brand, with its
airline, cinemas, colas, and cafés.
Kosato was chosen from among
400 applicants.
Around the same time, Kosato was
asked to chair the board of directors of
St. Michael’s International
School, an elementary
school in Kobe. He was
Kosato’s entrepreneurial
still under 30, and not yet
spirit has roots in Kobe, the
a father.
home of his parents.
Working with so many
stakeholders—from school
district managers, financial
overseers, teachers, parents,
to the British consulate—
was a steep learning curve.
“The man is made by the
position,” he says.
Kosato is often asked
about working with
Richard Branson and
the sage advice the
entrepreneur gave. He
asked Richard Branson to
define a successful business,
and Branson’s reply was
simple and direct: “It’s
being able to pay your bills,
and have fun challenging
yourself everyday!”
After Richard Branson,
Kosato worked with James
Dyson until he set out
on his own again with
La Ditta, whose specialty
is promoting products
designed and made in
Japan, from cuisine to air
Enthusiasm marks the Cool Japan Festival
in India, organized by Hakuei Kosato.
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Indie
Gamers:
the New Pioneers of the Digital Age
By Adam Bolton

As mobile and tablet-based technology advance ever further, so

What’s more, independent developers
don’t just make the software. In Japan,
does the need for new types of entertainment: the kind that push the
a nation often considered an innovator
ever-evolving technology to its limits and cater to the immediacyof technology, game developers are
adding distinctive controllers, thereby
driven, tech-savvy consumer.
increasing the interactivity of a product.
With the advent of non-industrial-scale
In Japan, there is a growing number of independent, small,
3D printers, it’s becoming easier to rapidly design and adapt
highly motivated, and entrepreneurial game developers—
devices for a variety of gaming experiences.
simply called indie developers. They are re-marking the
gaming landscape and how titles are made, as well as
THE NEXT LEVEL
pushing distinctive design aesthetics characterized by new
Justin Bailey, former COO of Double Fine Productions, a
and challenging ways of interaction.
widely known US-based game development studio, recently
Two of the world’s largest mobile gaming companies,
launched an investment and crowd funding company called
Finnish Rovio Entertainment Ltd. (of Angry Birds fame) and
Fig. Not only does Fig source funds to develop game titles,
Supercell (best known for Clash of Clans), had the humblest
but it also offers accredited equity investment in a developer
of beginnings, having started off as indies but now making
or product while offering a return on investment.
billions in revenue each year. Having reached a level of global
Speaking to Polygon, a game industry website, Bailey said:
dominance, Rovio and Supercell spurred on a new generation
“You get a percentage of the revenue share. That’s going to be
to breach the surface and let themselves be known.
called out pretty concisely on the page. The terms are static.
“We have lead investors that
GOING SOLO
are involved. They work out the
What matters is that you
There is an almost universal mindset
deal terms that they’re investing
among the core indie developers in Japan.
in, and the people investing
haven’t given up any of
To them, it doesn’t matter how big your
alongside them get to do it on the
your creative control.
studio is, how much money you have, or
same terms.
what game you are making. What does
“We’re only able to do accredited
matter is that you haven’t given up any of your creative control
investors for the first few campaigns. It means that you have
or compromised your vision. Then they consider you an
to have more than $1 million of net assets. We have to verify
independent developer.
that. But we have plans in the coming months to open this
Indie developers find themselves taking on the entirety of a
up to everybody.”
typical business—from marketing and publishing to Q&A and
In an interview with Polygon about the nature of both
distribution, and this is done all within a studio comprising
crowdfunded and accredited equity investments, Brian
one individual or a small, tight-knit group.
Fargo, an independent game developer who also sits on Fig’s
The subsequent need to cultivate the business acumen to
advisory board, said: “If you look at Kickstarter, I never saw
market, publish, and hold events—which would be left to a
[them] coming four years ago.
publisher were the company larger—is, for the indie mindset,
“I never would have dreamed we’d have an opportunity to
both a point of tension and one of liberation.
go direct to our audience and say, ‘Hey, help us fund these
It is not only a painful necessity, but also one more way a
great projects.’
developer’s vision remains clearly defined without an external
“Now, with equity . . . it’s not unreasonable to think these
source forcibly changing the direction or intention behind
things might start going $10 [million], $15 [million] or even
their digital experiences and ambitions.
$20 million. Now we can make a different class of product.”
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MARKET TRENDS

Astral Breakers, an action puzzle game by indie developers
Intropy Games, was a hit at the Tokyo Game Show, 2015.

GAMBLING ON GAMING
How does Fig offer equity investment
in game development studios, both
for the casual funders and the larger
investors? It is in part due to the
Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act
(the Jobs Act), which was signed into
law in 2012, Fargo says.
“[The Jobs Act is] kind of a huge
deal,” Fargo told Polygon, “because
in the past, only accredited investors
could do this kind of thing.
“This wouldn’t be as exciting a
story, to me, if it were only accredited
investors. The fact is that anybody can
get in. Especially people who don’t
know a lot about the stock market,
but do know a lot about games.”
Through this kind of shared funding platform, a level of
co-existence can be fostered. Where smaller, unaccredited
funders can clearly show where gamer interest lies, a more
financially savvy investor has an immediate and clear view
of trends and the larger picture of which titles or company
to invest in.
Speaking to The Journal, Alexander De Giorgio, cofounder of Inflexion Point Capital, a venture capital
(VC) company and intermediary between independent
developers and potential investors, explained why VCs are
interested in indies, including those based in Japan.
De Giorgio also touched on some of the challenges and
opportunities—for investors and developers—that exist in
the industry.
Why were you attracted to the game industry?
From a pure business perspective, indies were a natural fit
for us. As an early stage VC, our focus is on identifying and
supporting the next generation of innovative talent in any
particular field. In gaming, you look for innovation and fresh
ideas to come from indie game developers.
What challenges have you faced as an investor in
the gaming industry?
There are always hurdles to overcome when entrepreneurs
seek to raise funds, and game designers are no different in
this regard. Understanding the different types of investors

available; getting exposure to the right type; determining
their suitability and ensuring that they share your goals and
vision; all of these require time, awareness, and discipline.
What are the pluses for VCs and game designers?
Clearly, for game designers, finding the right investor is an
important step in realizing personal ambitions. The right
investor will provide expertise where it is lacking, support
and guidance when issues arise, and access to a wider
network of resources—which can help a studio thrive.
Investors, for their part, get to work with and nurture
exciting new talent while creating long-term economic
value and growth. They are also rewarded for their
willingness to take calculated risks, which are often based
on potential alone.
What motivated you to create Indie Fest in
the gamer-friendly Akihabara district of Tokyo?
I feel that being part of a community means playing an
active role in its continued health and vibrancy.
Tokyo Indie Fest was a response to a perceived gap
in the Japanese gaming scene. It was created to catalyse
awareness raising for indie developers among consumers,
the media, publishers, and the like.
We were pleased with the success of the first Indie Fest
and are now in discussions about ways to improve on the
formula, and add the most value for those participants. n

Gamers gather at Indie Fest in Akihabara, Tokyo, 2015.

For game designers,
finding the right investor
is an important step.
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500 STARTUPS

BRINGS SWAGGER TO JAPAN
Silicon Valley venture capital firm shakes up investment culture
By J. T. Quigley

When viewed through an American lens, Japan’s venture capital

to announce Riney’s appointment and the
firm’s re-commitment to Japan.
industry is one strange animal—Large corporations, not startupThe firm’s new domestic fund is valued
at $30 million and will focus on early-stage
centric venture capital firms, provide the bulk of financial
investments and follow-on rounds, up to
support for the country’s entrepreneurs.
series A. Individual investments will fall in
the $100,000 to $500,000 range.
Speaking to The Journal, Riney and McClure outlined their
Corporate venture capitalists (CVCs) accounted for
plans to re-shape the way Japanese entrepreneurs raise cash.
80 percent of Japanese startup fundraising in the second
They also talked about how such founders can make their
quarter of this year, according to investment database
companies go global.
CB Insights. In North America, by contrast, where raising
capital from corporate investors is often seen as a last resort,
less than a quarter of startup investments came from CVCs.
500 Startups left Japan, but now it’s back. Why is that?
There’s also the issue of scale. Japan as a whole made just
McClure: To be clear, we never really “left”—we started
under $2 billion available to entrepreneurs in fiscal 2014—
investing in Japan in early 2010, and, over the next several
half from venture capital firms and half from angel investors.
years, we invested in 15 Japanese startups; more than many
As James Riney, head of 500 Startups Japan, points out, the
local Japanese VCs over the same period of time.
United States made $48 billion available to its entrepreneurs
For two years [2012 and 2013], former 500 partner
in the same year.
George Kellerman was a frequent visitor to Japan. After
Riney, an American, is keenly aware of corporate venture
George left to work on another project on the US east
capital trends in Japan—he was the principal investor for
coast, it took us a while to find the right person to lead
mobile gaming giant DeNA for a year and a half before
our efforts in Japan. Now that we’ve hired James Riney,
joining 500 Startups in September. Prior to becoming a
and have a local Japan fund, we are excited to increase our
venture capitalist, Riney founded his own startup, Storys.jp,
efforts [here].
which produces crowdsourced content.
More recently, the local Japan startup ecosystem has
What’s more, 500 Startups founding partner Dave
developed substantially more than five years ago, and the
McClure, one of the most prominent VCs in both Silicon
level of startup activity and investment in Japan is full
Valley and around the world, was in Tokyo in September
of opportunities.
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TECH IN ASIA

What's missing from the current Japanese
VC landscape, and how will you fill that void?
Riney: First of all, there are no well-known
The local
Silicon Valley seed-stage VCs actively investing
Japan startup
here. What we hope to bring along with our
investment is Valley best practices into the local
ecosystem
ecosystem—Basic things like Silicon Valley
has developed
standard financing documents in English to more
complicated areas like resolving founder disputes,
substantially.
recruiting, and fundraising.
James Riney heads the 500 Startups Japan fund.
The other area that is seriously lacking is the
ability of local VCs to pull in capital from overseas, through
What are the biggest challenges in finding the right
both investment and acquisitions. At the moment, the
startups in Japan to invest in?
Japanese ecosystem is a black box, due in part to almost all
McClure: Our biggest challenges certainly aren’t because of
information on the venture world here being in Japanese.
the market—there are plenty of business opportunities to
We’re a globally recognized name, so when we invest, people
go after, with a country of [more than] 100 million people
tend to write about us. Startups that we invest in here will
who are all online. However, while there are plenty of skilled
be significantly more likely to get covered by foreign media,
engineers in Japan, there is a notable lack of experienced
meaning they will reach more investors, partners, and
entrepreneurs, and a limited number of mentors around to
even acquirers.
help younger entrepreneurs.
The other component of this is relationships. Investing and
In addition, there is a strong tradition of the brightest
mergers and acquisitions are very much relationship driven,
Japanese going into finance, government, or larger corporate
and we hope to use our network to build bridges with
business roles rather than startups. However, that is
investors and management at companies abroad very early
beginning to change, and we hope to accelerate a path for
on. Almost anyone in the tech elite is probably within one or
talented [Japanese] to become startup founders.
two degrees of separation from us, so that can go a long way
There are some significant cultural issues for Japanese
for our startups.
entrepreneurs to overcome. Fear of failure, lack of spoken
There are companies here that are serious businesses that
English skills, and the business culture here are certainly
go totally unnoticed by a global audience. I had lunch with a
areas that Japanese can work on improving. In particular,
corporate development person from a foreign company the
fear of public failure—and the cultural penalties of failing in
other day that had just acquired a Japanese startup. While
front of friends, family, and business colleagues—is one of
everyone I had talked to locally thought that this company
the biggest hurdles for Japanese founders to overcome.
had paid too much, these guys couldn’t believe how much of
a bargain it was!
Are there specific verticals that you’re looking at?
Considering the multiple on revenue, it was ridiculously
Riney: [VCs] aren’t experts on every vertical, and we’re not
cheap by global standards. But things like that go largely
the ones running the company, so it’s important to keep an
unnoticed because of the lack of bridges between Japan and
open-minded approach. The core goal is finding that really
[the rest of the world].
top-quality talent, and if we focused too much on one or
two specific verticals, we might miss something. That being
Will Japanese startups have an opportunity to join your
said, I’m personally excited about [Virtual Reality], robotics,
accelerators in California?
drones, and healthcare.
Riney: If they have those aspirations, yes. Absolutely.
Say, for example, you have farmers in the countryside that
have kids that decided to move to Tokyo instead of tend
to the farm with their parents. A robotics system—and in
particular, the software on top of it—could be used to help
manage the farm and maximize yield. It’s not only important
in light of the aging, shrinking population, but also because
there’s not a lot of [farmable land] to work with here.
As an American who speaks bluntly but is well versed
in Japanese language and culture, how to you deal with
the nuances of doing business in Japan?
McClure: Yes, there are some definite challenges for a hillbilly
gaijin (foreigner) and Silicon Valley geek—who wears T-shirts,
shorts, and flip-flops regularly—to operate in Japan. But I’ve
gotten used to the differences and have come to appreciate
the many wonderful things that Japan has to offer. I hope
to continue to learn how to blend US and Japanese culture
in ways that can bring out the best of both countries and
people—especially when it comes to investing in startups! n
Dave McClure speaks at the 2015 Tech in Asia Conference in Tokyo.
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Making Happiness Pay
Akiko Naka puts the work—and the fun—back into social networking
By John Amari

When the Lehman Brothers empire started crumbling in 2008, Akiko Naka was sitting at her
desk at Goldman Sachs Japan, where she sold Japanese equities to institutional investors. As the
shock waves of the Lehman collapse spread, financial companies began to shed staff. Almost as
quickly, the atmosphere at work changed, and Naka had to take a long, hard look at her career.

32

Shortly thereafter, the recent graduate decided to leave
the world of finance, and pursue her childhood dream—to
become a manga-ka (manga artist). Everyday, for some six
months, she was bent double drawing manga and sending
off story ideas to the hundreds of manga competitions that
exist in Japan. But competition was fierce and the expected
commissions did not materialize.
An entrepreneur since her university days, when she had
had a number of side businesses, Naka decided to create her
own startup, called Magajin. The website allowed manga
artists from around the world to share their creations.
Magajin caused a slight stir in the community. More
importantly, it allowed the budding entrepreneur to enter the
world of startups and founders. At an industry event, Naka
met a member of Facebook, which was newly expanding
into the Japanese market—and which also happened to need
a bilingual, talented recruit.
Less than a year after joining the social media company,
Naka had an idea of her own: what if she could incorporate
a crowdsourcing platform like Quora and Facebook’s “real
identity social graph” to create a job-search medium, such
as LinkedIn? The result was Wantedly Inc—now Japan’s
largest social recruiting platform.

In a wide-ranging and
exclusive interview with
The Journal, Naka speaks
about her upbringing,
innovative ideas on which
Wantedly is working, and
the state of entrepreneurship
in Japan.
As CEO and founder of a
company with a particular
vision, she also speaks about
how Wantedly is trying to
change the corporate culture
here, and to fulfill its goal of
creating a world where “people
are excited about their work.”

A keen manga-ka, Naka’s first startup was a company called Magajin.

Wantedly’s headquarters in Shirokane, Tokyo
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Akiko Naka,
CEO and
founder of
Wantedly

ENTREPRENEUR

they do: their vision. That allows even small startups to
compete with large companies. When you think about it, a
startup may not be able to pay much at the beginning, but if
they grow fast, they will be able to pay more.
So by only placing their vision on our sites, both small and
large companies can find candidates who fit that vision.
When one of our users finds a company whose vision they
connect with, both the user and the company can begin a
conversation via our platform, which can lead to a site visit—
when the user meets someone from the company.
The meeting can be a casual conversation over coffee. As
we like to say, “You don’t get married before dating. You first
Can you elaborate on how you initially came by the
have to go on a few dates, and then get married.” In that way,
idea for the platform?
you can avoid any surprises in the marriage. The same should
In the beginning, I was trying to create a service similar to
apply to entering a new company or hiring someone.
Quora—a community-sourced question-and-answer website.
As you can see when you use our main app, you can browse
After I rolled out my prototype, the feedback I received was
through a number of job listings. If you are interested in a
that there were only so many things that could be asked on
particular company, you can actually see who works there, as
such a site. I narrowed these down to questions about people.
some of their employees have profiles on our platform.
For instance, you may ask, “My sister is looking for a tutor,
And if you wish to know more about the person, you can
do you know anyone?” You can then search for such a person
actually see the publicly available feature of their Facebook
through the online the community.
page, which is also linked to their profile on Wantedly.
So there are two main features in Wantedly now. One is
You can also see if you and the client company or any of
matching of candidates and companies based on the company’s
their employees have any mutual friends—and can seek a
“vision.” The other aspect is the social networking feature.
recommendation about either the company or the individual.
Let me talk about the first—the matching feature. Although
So we use a combination of Facebook and our own social
it is a job-matching feature, we distinguish ourselves from
graph to connect users to client companies, even individual
other services in Japan by not allowing
employees in the company, and their
companies to describe salaries or the
wider social network—be it Twitter,
Our ultimate aim is
conditions of the job on our site.
LinkedIn, GitHub, or other sites.
to make people happy
We only want client companies
What’s more, our app gives you a
to focus on why they do what
number of options where you can share
with their work.
your current career goals with client
companies, such as: “Want to visit,”
“Want to work together now,” “I’d like
to talk first,” or “Just interested.”
From our dashboard, you can see
a lot of things, such as who just got
hired, who tapped the “Just interested”
button for a particular company.
You can also see some conversations
between users and client companies
and employees.
And you can connect with other
people, send them messages, and tag
them in a conversation. This is all part
of the social networking experience
that we offer users and clients: we
want to match people and start a
conversation using the Wantedly
platform; and then to get them
into work.
Our ultimate aim is to make people
happy with their work. In Japanese we
say, shigoto de kokoro odoru (“People
are excited by their work.”) Which
is to say, we want to match the right
people to the right employers to make
the world a happier place for people
to work.
Can you tell us something about yourself?
I was born and raised in Chiba Prefecture, but I spent a year
in the United States when I was about five or six years old.
My family then returned to Japan, where my sister and
I joined an elementary school. And although my high
school years were spent in New Zealand, I enrolled in Kyoto
University, where I majored in economics.
Like many Japanese students, I didn’t study much at college.
Instead, I did a number of side jobs—I created websites for
clients, conducted interviews, and created a free magazine.
I guess I was always fascinated with business.
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entrepreneurs and CEOs of
large companies.
Can I just say that, if you want to
start a new business, you need cash,
a team, and a mentor. I think all of
those elements are now available
for entrepreneurs in Japan, more so
than in the past.
When I started the business
Can you say something about the
in 2010, raising $5 million from
people who use your platform?
[venture capitalists or] VCs was
Finally, you need
We have two main categories: clients and
thought of as a big deal. But in 2014,
to have passion.
users. We have about 12,000 clients using
many startups raised that amount,
our services already. Some 40 percent
and it was not news.
of them are startups. Lately, our client
So the scale has grown a lot,
base has grown to include large corporations such as
and there are more VCs in the country. So money-wise, the
multinationals, banks, and broadcasting companies.
situation has improved a lot.
We also have a number of institutions such as nursing
Mentor-wise, the first stream of entrepreneurs is now in a
homes, schools, research institutes, hospitals, and even local
position to give advice—which I think is the most precious
governments on our client list.
thing—to the next generation.
As for users, we have about 600,000 monthly, active users.
As for team members, I would say that the Internet industry
Most of them are actually employed already, and mainly
in Japan, even three years ago, was generally thought to be a
come from the web-based industries—engineers, designers,
really shady area for smart people—the belief was still that
product designers, and so on. University students comprise
bright kids should become doctors and lawyers. But with every
about 20 percent of the total users.
Internet success story, and films such as [the 2010 US movie,]
The Social Network, that is beginning to change.
Where do you see the company in five years’ time?
Our focus for this fiscal year, which for us began in September,
What drives you as an entrepreneur?
is on three “I”s: international, internship, and infrastructure.
I like creating things, as you can tell: I draw manga, I build
For international, we are expanding our services into
websites, and . . . I get very excited when I see how we can
Southeast Asia—we have 5,000 users and 300 clients already
impact the world by what we create. So my happiness comes
in Jakarta, Indonesia. Our goal is to make our platform usable
when we create something really cool and people are not only
around the world.
excited, but also use our creations to change their lives.
We are also trying to increase the level of internships that
we offer to students this year.
What can you say to young entrepreneurs thinking
That’s why we created an app focusing on student internship
of creating a startup?
opportunities—we are trying to match students and
I think timing, the team that you have, and the passion that you
companies so students can experience the work environment
bring are very important. So they have to wait until they have
before they graduate.
all three, if they want to create something that truly impacts
Lastly, we have infrastructure. From October, we will have
the world.
a Wantedly [application program interface or] API, with
In my case, these all came together in 2010 and 2011: social
three buttons: “I want to drop by your office,” “Company
network services grew and smartphones penetrated the market.
Feed Back,” and “Auto Fill.” The API will allow third parties
I also received a lot of great advice from people who had
been in the tech industry for many years, and they could see
to access Wantedly’s database and conveniently provide
this wave coming.
candidates work-related information.
[Besides timing,] another important thing is to have a great
As for the future, we eventually plan to go public, but that
team. Although I was not the team player type before, one of
will depend on market conditions. Given our talented team,
the reasons the company has been able to scale so fast is the
with great engineers at the core, we are really confident of our
really great team we have built.
ability to do great R&D and to produce great new products.
Finally, you need to have passion. Back in college, I didn't
have much cause in what I did for clients, so I struggled to
What can you say about the entrepreneurship
maintain my motivation, and the team I was with eventually
ecosystem in Japan?
fell apart. I decided then that if I created my own startup,
I think it has improved a lot in recent years. In my
I would do something that I was passionate about. n
case, I received a lot of great and priceless advice from
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attend a lot of business events in Tokyo and probably
the vast majority of audiences that I see here
have a 70/30 male female ratio. I have noticed a few
commonalities amongst the successful women presenters
in this male-dominated environment. What is working
well for businesswomen when speaking in public?
Confidence is the overwhelming positive first
impression. This is communicated in a number of ways.
The voice is strong and clear. Even relatively soft voices
can become powerful enough, through using the
microphone technology available today, so there is no
excuse for letting a weak voice derail the presentation.
Funnily enough, many macho male businessmen seem
clueless about how to use microphones. You see them
actually wave off the offer of the microphone, because
they have a fear or distaste of it. If your voice is strong
and the venue not so cavernous, then that may be okay.
If not, or if you have any concerns, spend some time with
the microphone to understand how to use it properly,
before the audience arrives.
Eye contact is another useful tool. Looking at the
audience allows us to connect with them. This might
sound obvious, but sometimes looking at the many faces
in the crowd may suddenly trigger nervousness.
The successful women I have seen in action pick out
members of the audience, and speak directly to them.
And they do this throughout the talk. Thus the speech
goes from being a one-to-many, to being a one-toone address. It is powerful because we feel they are
personally connecting with us.
Looking at our laptop screens, the big screens behind
us, or our notes, takes our eyes off the audience. We
need to see them to ascertain whether they are buying
what we are selling or not.
Thus, don’t let some helpful venue staffer turn off
the lights, so the room becomes darker. We want the

audience to see us and we want to see them. If someone
turns the lights off, stop presenting and politely request
they turn them back on.
The successful presenters want to use all of their
body language to assist their communication, so they
are not tied to the podium. Powerful female presenters,
meanwhile, don’t pace across the stage, back and forth,
showing possible nervousness.
They usually stand to the left of the screen, so that the
audience will look at their face and listen to their voice,
and then read the screen left to right. In this way, they
dominate the screen, rather than the other way around.
Persuasive women demonstrate their confidence
by never—ever—apologizing for their state of health,
degree of nervousness, lack of preparation, or
anything else.
I doubt very many men care about the speaker’s health
status or any other excuses. The successful women have
worked this out, and they keep their health concerns
private. They want to be seen as true professionals.
If they are ever feeling anxious, they make sure not to
show it. Consequently, they are taken at face value by
the men in the audience and get full credit for being a
business expert in their area of expertise.
I was at a presentation recently by a visiting speaker.
Everything was going fine, until about five minutes had
passed. She started to lose it, suddenly announced she
was losing it, and that she needed a deep breath.
After a couple of repeats of this routine, she finally
pulled herself together. The interesting thing is, if she had
not told us, we probably would never have known she was
so nervous. Even if you are having a meltdown, keep it to
yourself and keep going.
There are plenty of professional, competent female
speakers in Japan, so please take note of what is working
for them, and join their ranks. n
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n award-winning pioneer of off-the-beaten track tours, Walk
Japan provides authentic, culturally sensitive, and sustainable
treks and expeditions across Japan.
Creating original tours that cover the country’s rich geography
and illustrious history, the company has been recognized as a
leader in the industry, and selected by National Geographic as
one of the 200 Best Adventure Travel Companies in the world.
According to CEO Paul Christie, Walk Japan offers quality,
one-of-a-kind tours that provide interest, entertainment
and understanding.
“Our first-rate tour leaders—both Japanese and foreign—not
only have a deep knowledge of and affinity for Japan, its people,
language and culture,” Christie says, “they also have a great
enthusiasm for walking, sharing their knowledge, and leading
visitors through the beauty that the country has to offer. Many of
our customers repeatedly join us on tour.”

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE, COMMUNITY SUPPORT
Christie himself is no stranger to Japan and leading expeditions.
A graduate of economics and Japanese language studies who
worked as an analyst at Japan’s leading financial newspaper, as
well as in TV news, documentary production, and directing for
some of the country’s principal TV companies, Christie joined the
company as a tour leader in 1997.
“I’ve been a keen walker for much of my life and jumped at
the chance to lead tours for Walk Japan in 1997,” Christie says. “I
ended up leading the company in 2003. Working with colleagues
and local communities, we ensure that all our tours meet the
highest standards of efficiency, sustainability, integrity, and
professionalism.”
“That’s why, for instance, we rely as much as possible on
small-scale, family run business, including inns and restaurants,
to ensure that locals benefit from the visitors that we introduce to
their communities.”

TRADITIONAL TRAILS
One of five ancient highways that run from Kyoto to Tokyo, the
Nakasendo Way represents the crown jewel in Walk Japan’s
offerings. As the company’s first product, the 11-day, 10-night tour
from the old imperial capital to the present one passes through
some of the most beautiful countryside in Japan, including the
Kiso Valley, Kaida Plateau, and the Japan Alps. It has been a longterm, best seller.
“For good reason, it is a fantastic tour with echoes of the Edo
period. That helps us unveil and understand modern Japan and
its friendly people, the latter being Japan’s greatest attraction,”
Christie says. “For centuries, samurai, messengers, pilgrims, poets,
and others made their way up and down the Nakasendo Way. In
their footsteps, we cover about 130km of the route’s 544km.”

�

www.walkjapan.com
People

Prof. Dick Irving

UNESCO APPROVED

One of the two co-founders of Walk Japan, Dick is based in
Japan and, since 1995, has lectured at the School of Policy

Studies,
Kwansei offers
Gakuin University
near Osaka.
His
To complement its main tour, Walk
Japan
18 other
walks,
research interests include population, urban development,
including an exploration of the Kumano
Kodo pilgrimage,
a ninestatistics, and quality-of-life
studies. His specialty
involves
looking at how landscapes evolve over time.
day, eight-night tour starting in Osaka and finishing in Ise on the
Prior to this, Dick worked with museums in West Yorkshire
Kii Peninsula.
to devise ways to make local history more accessible to the
public. He has received numerous scholarships for his
The pilgrimage path is one ofresearch
onlywork.
twoDick
such
walking routes in
earned his doctorate from Sheffield
University,
with recognized
his PhD research focusing
on rural
depopulation.
the world that has
been
by the
World
Heritage lists
of UNESCO. Dick first chanced upon the Nakasendo Way while sifting through the map collection at
Kyoto University, where he was doing research as a Japan Foundation scholar. After
The company’s
walking
tours—which
span
between
and
finding
an old map of
the ancient highway, he
took off
for 25 days to two
walk the
540 km of
the Nakasendo Way from Kyoto to Tokyo and was probably the first foreigner to have
11 days—run the
length
and
breadth
of
Japan,
from
Hokkaido
to
walked the old road in its entirety since the early days of modern Japan in the late 1800s.
Okinawa and along
trails
through
many
prefectures
in
between.
Dick and Tom Stanley met as academics at the University of Hong Kong, where they
created and taught
cross-departmental
in Japanese
Studies.
part of these
Some tours include
outdoor
water courses
activities,
such
asAskayaking,
courses, they took students to Japan and the Nakasendo Way for field studies. These trips
served
as inspiration
for the creation
Japan in 1992.
paddleboarding,
and
snorkeling.
Theof Walk
company
also offers bespoke
tours for private
groups
and
ashewell
walks
the
Dick’s
family home
is inschools,
Bath. Whenever
is backas
in the
UK, hegeared
continues histo
research
into the history of Bath and his home, a Victorian-period villa. He is also a co-founder of
time of year. the Combe Down Heritage Group in Bath, a local history society.
“For the upcoming
winter season, we have our seven-day,
For many years Dick has pursued research into the life of William Adams, an unsung
hero, who
was shipwrecked
Japan in 1600.
Initially imprisoned,
Adams so
six-night Snow British
Country
Trek
tour in inNagano
Prefecture,
where
we
impressed Ieyasu Tokugawa, Japan’s greatest shogun, that he was eventually appointed a
hatamoto, a middle-ranking
with his own virtually
small fief.
explore on snowshoes
a winter samurai
wonderland
untouched by
others,” Christie explains.
“And in February, we have our Winter Photography Workshop
tour, which includes a prize-winning professional photographer
who instructs visitors on all aspects of the art.”

CUSTOMIZED EXPEDITION
In addition to its signature tours, Walk Japan offers a number of
specialty excursions, including custom-made luxury expeditions
for high-net-worth individuals. Such trips may involve personalized
dining with a celebrity chef, a private visit to one of Japan’s top
fashion designers, or a journey to a yoga retreat.
A hit with professionals from North America, Europe, and
Australia, the company’s tours have recently enjoyed growing
interest from countries in Asia, including Singapore, Hong Kong,
and, naturally, Japan.

THEN AND NOW
Walk Japan was founded by Dick Irving and Tom Stanley,
academics at Hong Kong University in 1992. Respectively
specialists on Japanese rural issues and Japanese history, they
began the tours as field-study walks for their students along the
Nakasendo Way. Soon after, colleagues and others expressed an
interest in joining, and Walk Japan was born.
For families and friends, and even couples and individuals, Walk
Japan’s unique tours capture the imagination and enthrall visitors
as they pass through some of the most outstanding areas of
natural beauty and interest in Japan. n
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Kepner-Tregoe:
Clear thinking for a complex world
T

racing its history back to
1958, Kepner-Tregoe (KT)
was founded in the United States
by two researchers in the areas of
decision-making and problemsolving, Charles Kepner and
Benjamin Tregoe. The company,
which started its Japan operations
in 1973, is best known today
as an organization that works
with companies to improve
operational outcomes, develop
leadership capabilities, and
formulate strategies.
Kevin Duffy, vice president
“We have a number of worldof KT in Japan
class proprietary methods and
tools, which we use at different
levels of an organization,” says Kevin Duffy, vice president of
KT in Japan.
“We offer problem-solving technologies that are targeted
on solving technical problems in the operations and IT service
management areas. These technologies are endorsed by
regulatory bodies to improve reliability and customer service.
“We also provide leadership techniques and frame
works that are used not only to develop executives, but
also to help them make C-level decisions and execute
strategies effectively.”
“KT’s project management methodology is used to plan
and execute capital and operational projects better, as well as
in product development and innovation.
“As for project management,” Duffy continues, “we are,
for instance, working with a major chemical company here to
help them streamline their decision-making models and new
product development cycle times.
“This is helping the company drive new products from
concept to implementation and launch,” Duffy explains.

GLOBAL TALENT
Duffy, an engineer by training with a post graduate degree
in business, has steered KT’s transition and growth in Japan
since August.
Having previously managed manufacturing operations
around the world, his range of responsibilities at KT includes
managing the company’s strategic expansion aims in Canada
and Australia.
In Japan, Duffy is responsible for expanding the human
resources of the Tokyo office—the company’s bilingual and
diverse staff are supported by a large bank of consultants in
the Asia–Pacific region.
“With such talent spread across [the Asia–Pacific], we
are able to support clients in Japan and also in the region,”
Duffy adds.

�

http://www.kepner-tregoe.co.jp/

TOOLS FOR THE TRADE
KT in Japan has historically worked with domestic companies in
leadership development, operational and project improvement,
as well as strategic project portfolio management.
“One of the problems organizations have is translating
strategy into action,” Duffy explains. ”There is no shortage of
smart people, money or ideas.”
“What companies need are processes as well as tools in
order to achieve effective implementation—that is, to move
from the current to the desired state and to handle issues
consistently and effectively.”
However, this does not mean KT tells companies what to
do. Rather, “We bring the methodologies that they can then
implement in their own organizations, and which address the
issues that they face.”
The company’s corporate footprint in Japan covers the
traditional manufacturing verticals, as well as the technology,
finance, and banking sectors.

GROWTH IN JAPAN
Moreover, KT sees its growth in Japan as encompassing
operations where it has a market-leading position globally, but
where opportunities here remain open.
IT Service Management and Information Technology
Infrastructure Library (ITIL) services are examples, Duffy says.
“These areas will be the focus of our growth over the next 12
months in Japan,” he adds.

THE ROAD AHEAD
Over 15 million people around the world have used KT’s
products and services since the company was established,
Duffy reveals.
The company’s Japan office—which is expanding—continues
to ensure that the illustrious legacy grows, both domestically
and in the Asia–Pacific region.
Early in 2016, KT plans to launch the latest version of its iconic
problem-solving and decision-making leader development
program in Japanese—with a focus on new digital media and
the support tools for its implementation.
“Although we’ve been in Japan for a long time,” Duffy says,
“we see huge opportunity here to extend the services that we
provide.”
“After all, this is still the world’s third-largest economy, and
there are any number of industries that require tools for clear
thinking in a complex and global market.” n
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An Important Month for
the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)
ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

I hope to see many of you at this year’s Ordinary General
Meeting (OGM) on November 4, starting at 6:30pm at
the ANA InterContinental Tokyo. There is no charge for
attending. Live streaming video on the ACCJ website will
be available for ACCJ members who are unable to attend
in person.
The OGM includes a presentation by the Nominations
Committee of the slate of candidates for this year’s annual
election (and approval of such slate by the chamber’s voting
members), a State of the Chamber report by the president, as
well as reports by the treasurer and executive director.
There will be time for your questions and comments.
Light refreshments will be provided so that those attending
in person will have a chance to network and catch up with
other members.
The Nominations Committee put a lot of time and energy
into preparing the slate of candidates and met weekly
over the summer months in order to complete this very
important process on behalf of the chamber.
Please join me in thanking Ryan Armstrong for serving
as chair, Nasir Majid as vice-chair, Chris Zarodkiewicz as
board liaison and all the other dedicated members of the
2015 Nominations Committee: Thomas Breckenridge, Paul
Dupuis, Marie Kissel, Monika Merz, Piyasena Perera, Mina
Takahashi, Cynthia Usui and Tsugumichi Watanabe.
CHARITY BALL

2015 ACCJ WOMEN IN BUSINESS SUMMIT PHOTO CREDITS: MAMI OTSUKI, IRWIN WONG, AND ARON KREMER

I look forward to seeing many of you at this year’s Charity
Ball on November 28 at the Tokyo American Club. This
is the chamber’s premier social event and raises funds for

PRESIDENT

Jay Ponazecki jponazecki@accj.or.jp

Japanese charities that are doing so much to help those
in need.
Thank you for your tremendous support for this year’s
recipient charities: Lighthouse Japan, Living Dreams,
the Taylor Anderson Memorial Fund, the ACCJ-YMCA
Ohisama Camp for Handicapped Children, the ACCJ Mike
Makino Fund for the Homeless and the ACCJ Community
Service Fund.
Please say a big “thank you” with me to this year’s charity
ball sponsors (www.accjcharityball.org). They have generously
contributed cash and made in-kind donations, ensuring that
there will be terrific raffle prizes together with silent and live
auction items. We hope you will purchase many raffle tickets
and bid on many silent and live auction items in support of
the charities that will be this year’s beneficiaries.
The Charity Ball would not be possible without the
dedicated efforts of all members of the ACCJ Charity Ball
Committee: Chair Barbara Hancock, Vice-Chair Kevin
Naylor, Board Liaison Thomas Whitson, as well as Lori
Hewlett, Masaru Kitamura and Leanne Poon. They embody
the spirit of volunteerism that is at the root of everything we
do as a member-driven organization.
They deserve our thanks for all their dedication, hard
work and passion for the event. We also appreciate the
support provided by the Chamber Office, particularly the
Programs team.
Finally, I would like to congratulate our Chubu and Kansai
Chapters. The 2015 Chubu Walkathon International Charity
Festival raised ¥8 million for 25 local charities and the
2015 Kansai Walkathon raised ¥9 million for local charities
supporting working women. n

DON'T MISS A SINGLE VIDEO!
Are you wondering when the next ACCJ event video
will be released? Subscribe to the ACCJ YouTube channel
to receive an automatic update whenever a new video
is published. Between archived footage and videos from
the latest events, we share content that you won't want
to miss.
Visit https://www.youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan
and subscribe today!
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for your
dining pleasure

Elio Locanda Italiana
Elio Catering
Elio’s Catering recreates the same uncompromising quality
offered at Elio Locanda Italiana. All dishes are prepared
in Elio’s Catering headquarters using organic and tested
radiation-free ingredients, and are delivered fresh to your
event location.

Elio Orsara’s own award-winning restaurant is
uncompromisingly devoted to recreating and
bringing you Southern Italy, using only the finest
natural ingredients.

Should you prefer to dine at home or elsewhere, the taste
and genuine atmosphere of Elio Locanda can come to you!
Elio’s offers you many solutions, such as matching the menu
to your dietary requirements.
Our detachment of chefs will ensure you and your guest are
catered for. A food delivery service is also available.

2-5-2 Kojimachi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.
Tel: 03-3239-6771

www.elio.co.jp

Tel. 03-5210-5701



Email: catering@elio.co.jp

ACCJ EVE NT

A City for the Ages
Governor of Tokyo Speaks About the
Challenges and Attractions of Tokyo
The Governor of Tokyo Yoichi Masuzoe speaks before the ACCJ.

I

n early fall, Governor of Tokyo Yoichi Masuzoe spoke before
a packed gathering of members of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) at the Tokyo American Club.
Before his address, the governor received a warm welcome from
ACCJ Vice President-Tokyo Jonathan Kushner, who provided a
whirlwind introduction to the governor’s life, including the period
when he was a student of French politics at The University of
Tokyo, before visiting both France and Switzerland as a researcher.
These early experiences, Kushner noted, gave the young
student a life-long affinity for the French esthetic, as well as
command of a number of European languages, something that the
governor has carried with him into his current role as head of an
international city.
Governor Masuzoe began by saying that Tokyo will host the
2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games which, he suggested, may
well be Japan’s best and last chance to recover from 20 years
of deflation.
He also noted that, while the economy is recovering under
Abenomics—Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s economic stimulus
program—consumer spending has not been what it used to be.
Tokyo 2020 may well change that, the governor said.
Masuzoe also referenced the Global Power City Index, put
out by the Mori Memorial Foundation’s Institute for Urban
Strategies, which ranks cities around the world according to their
“qualitative attractiveness.”
London, he said, had been able to climb the ranking following
the Games held there in 2012. And the same could be true for
Tokyo after 2020.
Speaking about Tokyo 2020, the governor noted that, while there
had been some challenges, such as those related to the yet-to-be-

built Olympic stadium, the city was eager to make the Games an
experience of a lifetime.
In addition, he spoke of urbanization’s challenges, including
environmental ones, giving pollution and overcrowding as
examples. To ameliorate these problems, he argued, there should
be a 10-year period of demotorization in the city, coupled with a
massive increase in bicycle lanes and cycling.
Masuzoe also touched on a number of assets that Tokyo enjoys,
such as its food culture and the diversity of its neighborhoods.
During a question-and-answer session following his
presentation, a number of issues were raised, including the need
for immigration into the city.
Masuzoe agreed that immigration is a big issue that has to be
handled with care. That said, he continued, the country first has
to focus on activating Japan’s dormant workforce, by increasing
the participation of the elderly in the economy.
Other questions touched on whether Tokyo would implement
tax incentives to make the city more attractive to women
and foreigners, and also whether there should be increased
collaboration between the Tokyo Metropolitan Government
(TMG) and foreign chambers of commerce.
Masuzoe agreed that the question of tax is important, and that
there are challenges in this regard yet to be overcome. He also
agreed that cooperation between the TMG and foreign chambers
of commerce should be increased in the run up to the Games,
especially in the areas of culture and the arts.
To close out the event, ACCJ Chair Chris Lafleur presented the
governor with a certificate of appreciation. “This represents real
cooperation between the US and Japan,” Masuzoe said to a round
of applause. n

CH U B U

10th Annual Champagne Ball
and Awards Evening
By Bruce McCaughan

T

he fall season is always a busy
time here in Chubu. But this
year, there is a certain extra
effervescence in anticipation of the
10th annual Champagne Ball and
Awards Evening, set to take place at
the Hilton Nagoya on November 20.
The Chubu chapter of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) has a long tradition of holding
its Fall Ball each November. In 2006,
the chapter combined forces with the
Tokai-Japan Canada Society (TJCS)
to co-host an even bigger and better
fall gala. Thus, the Champagne Ball
was born.
This year marks the 10th
anniversary of this cooperative
effort, which has become the notto-be-missed event for denizens
of the region’s international
business community.
Attendees can expect to be treated
to a lavish experience including
appetizers and a sumptuous buffet,
free-flowing drinks, live music,
photo ops, an awards ceremony, the
company of great people, and—of
course—bubbly!
Always a black-tie event with a lot
of fun-filled entertainment and high
energy, recent years have seen the
adoption of themes, always prompting
a handful of the nearly 300 attendees
to come clad in inspired costume,
adding to the vibe of the evening.
Wanting to make the 2015 ball
a little extra special, the planning
committee has decided to focus on
simply commemorating the 10th
anniversary with the class and style
befitting such a milestone.
Live music has been arranged for
both during dinner and the evening’s

dance party. Some enhancements in
the works for this year’s ball include
an extended reception hour with live
music, drinks and appetizers, photo
ops, and surprises that you’ll just have
to see for yourself on the day.
But the ball is not all just fun and
games. As its name suggests, the
Champagne Ball and Awards Evening
is an opportunity for each of the host
organizations to recognize a few of
their leaders for distinguished service.
The ACCJ’s Chubu chapter typically
honors its Volunteer of the Year and
Leader of the Year.
Sometimes confused locally
with the ACCJ Charity Ball, the
Champagne Ball and Awards
Evening is not specifically a charity
event. However, proceeds of the
event do go toward helping the host
organizations in their efforts to serve
the Chubu community.
That said, the ball does plan to
donate a portion of this year’s raffle

proceeds in support of the Chubu
Walkathon’s 25th anniversary initiative
to be held in 2016.
What’s more, the ball would not
be possible without the support
of corporate sponsors. Various
sponsorship opportunities are
available, and they offer a great way for
local businesses, as well as big brands,
to elevate their presence within
Chubu’s international community.
Not restricted to members of the
host organizations, the ball is open to
anyone 20 years of age or over. Nonmembers are not only welcome; they
are encouraged to attend as a couple,
a group, or an individual. Seating is
pre-assigned with or without specified
seating preferences, but registration
and pre-payment is required.
In addition to an elegant evening,
all attendees have the chance to win
fantastic raffle prizes—including
domestic weekend getaways and
overseas air travel. To cap off the
evening, all guests will be granted
free entry to the after party—to
be held downstairs in the Hilton’s
newly opened Kiwami Cocktail Bar,
where the fun will continue into the
wee hours. n

Bruce McCaughan is chair, Living in
Chubu, and digital marketing consultant
at WSI-We Simplify the Internet.

Information about the Champagne Ball and
Awards Evening, in both English and Japanese,
can be found by following this link:
www.champagne-ball.com
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ACCJ CHAR ITY BALL

Having a Great Time
Doing Our Part for the Community
By Barbara Hancock

T

his year’s American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) Charity Ball—titled “A Night on Bourbon
Street”—will be an incredible evening of fabulous food
and entertainment, great wines and dancing, all while raising
money to support communities.
The ball, one of the most anticipated events of the holiday
season, will be held on Saturday, November 28, 2015 at the
Tokyo American Club (TAC).
In addition to great wines and fabulous cuisine,
a host of activities and amusements throughout
the evening will be sure to keep you entertained.
The ACCJ’s Charity Ball Committee is still
working hard on all the details, but we want to
share a sampling of some of what is in store for
you this year:
� A Cajun-inspired menu designed by TAC’s
Chef Lindsay Gray in collaboration with
Southern Chef LaTonya Whitaker of Soul
Food House, located in the Azabu Juban
neighborhood of Tokyo. You can enjoy a
“taste of New Orleans” with such iconic
dishes as gumbo, crab cakes and even a
muffalatta. And you will also be able to
sample the most famous drink from “the
Big Easy”—the Hurricane!
� Some of the top bands and players of
American Roots N Blues music to be found
in Japan will provide great entertainment.
Three groups, with more than 16 CDs
released between them—Jericho Road Show,
King Cake Baby, and Moonshots—have
combined their talents to play some of the
most authentic New Orleans style dance
music to be found east of the Mississippi
River. So wear your dancing shoes and come
out prepared to second line as you stomp it
right on down to the bricks!
� A host of exceptional prizes including an
array of items, hotel packages, and airline
tickets for the lucky winners of the silent/
live auctions and raffle draw will be up for
grabs. Edmund and Shukor, our auctioneers
extraordinaire of Eastern Carpets, in what
has become a tradition for the Charity Ball,
will also provide entertainment.
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Cajuninspired
menu

Top
bands and
players

Exceptional
prizes

Your entire Charity Ball Committee is working
hard to bring you a truly memorable evening. In
addition to providing our members with this festive
opportunity to bring the year to a close, all of us in
the ACCJ are committed to making this a night of
support to our primary charities.
Our member companies have been generous
with their donations and we are proud to have the
support of Aflac and MetLife as top sponsors.
We hope you will consider making even a small
donation of cash, prizes or services using any of a
variety of options.
All net proceeds will be donated by the ACCJ to
this year’s primary charities as well as to the ACCJ
Community Service Fund and the Mike Makino
Fund for the Homeless.
The pride that many ACCJ members share
through the chamber’s role in the community
is a big part of our reason for being members.
Thank you in advance to those who will take this
opportunity this year. We look forward to seeing
you at the ball. n
Barbara Hancock is director and vice president,
MediaSense K.K., and chair, Charity Ball Committee.

1 Mayor of London Boris Johnson speaking to the

EVENTS

ACCJ and the British Chamber of Commerce
in Japan (BCCJ) on October 15 about the
experience of London hosting the 2012
Olympic Games. (PHOTO: ACCJ STAFF)

2 Governor of Tokyo Yoichi Masuzoe speaks to the
ACCJ on September 16 about the Magnetism of
Tokyo. (PHOTO: ACCJ STAFF)

3 From left: Mie Kitano, Yuko Nakaoka, Mary Anne
Jorgensen and Helen Hwang at a reception for
ACCJ Board of Governors and Union of Kansai
Governments Leaders including an introduction
to the 2015 ACCJ Kansai Walkathon on October
16 at the Ritz-Carlton Osaka. (PHOTO: ACCJ STAFF)
1

4 From left: ACCJ President Jay Ponazecki,
Governor-Kansai Patrik Jonsson, Vice PresidentKansai Kiran Sethi at a reception for ACCJ Board
of Governors and Union of Kansai Governments
Leaders including an introduction to the 2015
ACCJ Kansai Walkathon on October 16 at the
Ritz-Carlton Osaka.

5 Ken Hisamoto, vice president, Asia Pacific Region
Worldwide Services and North and South Pacific
Region Sales, Federal Express Corporation
speaks at the Hilton Nagoya for Chubu
event ”Global Logistics-Supporting Industry
Throughout the World“ on September 10.
(PHOTO BY ANDY BOONE)

6 The Chubu Walkathon donates ¥8 million to
3

25 local charities at Chubu event ”Walkathon
Fund Presentation Ceremony“ held at the
Nagoya International School on September 25.
(PHOTO BY ANDY BOONE)

2

UPCOMING EVENTS

Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete
list of upcoming ACCJ events or check our
weekly e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
• NOVEMBER 4

Ordinary General Meeting
• NOVEMBER 17

4

5

Breakfast in the Board Room: President
Kathleen McCartney of Smith College on
Women’s Leadership—How it Develops
and Why it Matters

facebook.com/The.ACCJ
twitter.com/AmChamJapan
youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan
linkedin.com/company/
american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan
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COME TO LIFE

Bespoke solutions
www.custom-media.com
Make an impact with us. We are an awardwinning, bilingual, content-creation and
2013 Company of the Year

Suits from $395 (¥47,000)
Blazers from $275 (¥33,000)

communication agency.

Contact us:

design • digital • communication • publishing

unique@custom-media.com

Tuxedos from $595 (¥71,000)
Trousers from $135 (¥16,000)

Overcoats from $650 (¥78,000)
Ladiesʼ suits from $395 (¥47,000)

Other superfine quality suits from $550 (¥66,000) to $2,600 (¥310,000)

Shirts from $69 (¥8,300)
— minimum four shirts

All prices in USD (excluding shipping); delivery within two weeks

B OOK R EVI EW

Japan’s Paradoxes–Unveiled
By Vicki L. Beyer

F

rench writer Jean-Baptiste
Alphonse Kerr is credited with
coining the phrase “the more things
change, the more they stay the same.”
But Japan and the Shackles of the Past,
R. Taggart Murphy’s latest analysis
of Japan in the context of its past,
embodies the phrase.
Murphy has produced a book that
is both an excellent primer for the
Japan novice and a thought-provoking
synthesis for those with deeper
knowledge or experience of the nation.
The narrative unfolds like a time lapse
video of a blooming rose, with each
delicate petal unfolding to reveal an
exquisite blossom.
“Part One” delves into Japan’s
past, beginning with its mythical imperial
origins and moving forward to the present,
highlighting key events and the resultant
recurring cultural and political themes. It is
well paced, providing sufficient detail without
becoming bogged down.
We see the origins of both Japan’s insularity and its
industrialization. We catch a glimpse of how power—what
will come to pass for leadership in Japan—is held. We see how
Japan’s push to catch up to the Western powers’ colonization
of Asia naturally led to nationalism, authoritarianism, and the
rise of the military that, in turn, marched into World War II
and a disastrous result for Japan.
Murphy also analyzes the post-war situation and the ways
in which the United States protected the rebuilding Japan,
only to have its own economy briefly outstripped by Japan’s
so-called economic miracle.
In “Part Two,” Murphy provides very deep analysis of the
past few decades, as Japan has struggled to revive its flagging
economy in the face of myriad challenges, many of its own
making. He reveals a Japan so shackled by both its past and
its present that it has yet to find its place in the world order.
Organized thematically, with each chapter leading
seamlessly to the next, the second part begins with the selfinflicted origins of Japan’s bubble economy.
Murphy then shows that the post-bubble economy—in
which large Japanese manufacturers of consumer goods
no longer enjoy world domination—has plenty of smaller
manufacturers of B2B components that are highly successful.

This is often largely because of
Japan’s comparative advantage, which
is derived “from such intangibles as
fanatic attention to detail, an emphasis
on the appearance and elegance of
design, . . . patience, social cohesion,
and teamwork.”
Murphy’s analysis of evolving
business practices in post-bubble
Japan leads to a consideration of recent
social and cultural shifts. Yet, we see
the young people who are the products
of these shifts nonetheless prone to
follow the advice of their
parents and seek out the
increasingly elusive security
of lifetime employment,
not recognizing the cost
to themselves of that socalled security.
The last social change
examined is the “decline”
of Japan’s leadership class,
which naturally leads to a consideration of the evolution of
politics in modern Japan. Murphy provides us with detailed
accounts of the rise and fall of several of Japan’s most
influential politicians.
There are times when one or another offers the promise of
change, but loses out for various reasons and things return to
the way they were, just as a stretched rubber band snaps back
to its original shape.
Finally, Murphy turns to Japan’s broader relationships
with the rest of the world, most particularly with its sponsor
on the world stage, the United States. The backgrounds
and agendas of the political advisors to the US government
and the US focus on Japan’s role in what it sees as regional
security are insightful, as is Murphy’s examination of Japan’s
ongoing territorial disputes with three of its neighbors, and
why they may never be resolved.
Although, in the end, Murphy is bold enough to suggest a
path forward for Japan, he concedes that there is currently no
leader who can produce what he feels Japan needs. Indeed, the
more things change, the more they stay the same. n

The narrative unfolds
like a time lapse video
of a blooming rose

Vicki L. Beyer is a vice-chair of the Women in Business
Committee of the ACCJ.
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The ACCJ thanks its
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Corporate Sustaining
Member companies
Their extensive participation provides a cornerstone in the
chamber’s efforts to promote a better business climate in Japan.

Jay Ponazecki
Morrison & Foerster, Ito & Mitomi
CHAIRMAN

Christopher J. LaFleur
McLarty Associates
TREASURER

Aflac

Kreab

AIG Companies in Japan

Lenovo Japan

Amazon Japan K.K.

Lockheed Martin

Amway Japan G.K.

McDonald's Company (Japan), Ltd.

Baxalta Japan Limited

McKinsey & Company, Inc. Japan

Bayer Yakuhin, Ltd.

Merrill Lynch Japan Securities Co., Ltd.

Becton Dickinson Japan

MetLife

Bloomberg L.P.

Microsoft Japan Co., Ltd.

Boeing Japan K.K.

Mondelez Japan Ltd.

Catalyst

Monex Group, Inc.

Caterpillar

Morgan Lewis

Chevron International Gas Inc.
Japan Branch

Morgan Stanley Japan Holdings
Co., Ltd.

Cisco Systems G.K.

Morrison & Foerster, Ito & Mitomi

Citigroup

MSD K.K.

Coca-Cola (Japan) Co., Ltd.
Colliers International

Nanzan Gakuen
(Nanzan School Corporation)

Jack E. Bird
Zeirishi-Hojin PricewaterhouseCoopers
VICE PRESIDENTS

Jeffrey S. Bernier Hilton Worldwide
Leanne Cutts Mondelez Japan Ltd.
Marie G. Kissel Abbott
Jonathan Kushner Kreab
Eric W. Sedlak Jones Day
Kiran S. Sethi (Kansai) Jupiter International Corporation
Christopher Zarodkiewicz (Chubu) Cezars International K.K.
ACCJ GOVERNORS

Tim Brett Coca-Cola (Japan) Co., Ltd.
Thomas M. Clark GE International Inc.
Britt J. Creamer (Chubu) Lockheed Martin TAS
International Corporation
James Fink Colliers International
Rebecca K. Green ERM Japan Ltd.
John D. Harris Nippon Becton Dickinson Company, Ltd.
Patrik Jonsson (Kansai) Eli Lilly Japan K.K.
George L. Maffeo Boeing Japan K.K.
Junichi Maruyama Citigroup Japan Holdings Corp.
Arthur M. Mitchell White & Case LLP

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu LLC

Northrop Grumman
Aerospace Systems

Delta Air Lines, Inc.

Nu Skin Japan Co., Ltd.

William J. Swinton Temple University, Japan Campus

Deutsche Bank Group

Oak Lawn Marketing, Inc.

Hiroyoshi Watanabe Amazon Japan K.K.

Dow Chemical Japan Ltd.

Procter & Gamble Japan K.K.

PRESIDENTS EMERITI

Eli Lilly Japan K.K.

Prudential Financial, Inc.

Debbie Howard (2004–2005)

en world Japan

PwC Japan

Allan D. Smith (2008)

EY Japan

QUALCOMM JAPAN Inc.

Thomas W. Whitson (2009–2010)

Federal Express Corporation

Randstad K.K.

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
Tokyo

Robert Walters Japan K.K.

GE Japan Corporation
GILT GROUPE K.K.
Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.
GR Japan K.K.
H&R Consultants K.K.
Heidrick & Struggles Japan
Godo Kaisha
Hilton Worldwide
IBM Japan, Ltd.
IMS Japan
Johnson & Johnson
Family of Companies

Saatchi & Saatchi Fallon Tokyo

Sachin N. Shah MetLife Insurance K.K.
Yoshitaka Sugihara Google Inc.

Charles D. Lake II (2006–2007)

Michael J. Alfant (2011–2012)
ACCJ EXECUTIVE STAFF

Laura Younger Executive Director

Squire Patton Boggs
State Street
Teijin Limited
Teva Pharmaceutical
Industries Ltd.
Thomson Reuters Markets K.K.
Toll Express Japan Co., Ltd.
Toys”R”Us, Japan
United Airlines, Inc.
The Walt Disney Company (Japan) Ltd.
White & Case LLP

Information as of October 15, 2015

The American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
Masonic 39 MT Bldg. 10F, 2-4-5 Azabudai
Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 106-0041
Tel: 03-3433-5381 n Fax: 03-3433-8454
www.accj.or.jp n https://japan.careerengine.org/accj/
The ACCJ is an independent membership organization not affiliated with any government
or other chamber of commerce. The ACCJ is a member of the Asia-Pacific Council of
American Chambers and values its relationships with Japanese, American and other

KPMG

Zimmer K.K.

nations’ business organizations.
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The Taxman Cometh—
and he wants information

F

The ID system is intended to provide
increased consistency for personal
information sharing among government
organizations, and help improve public
services. Initially, it will be used for social
security administration, taxation, and
disaster response.

ollowing the lead of the United States,
and many other developed countries,
Japan is increasing its efforts to enforce
accurate reporting of assets and income by
its taxpayers.
Beginning in the 2015 tax year, a
new assets and liabilities report filing
requirement will go into effect, as will the
ID system known as My Number, which
comes into force January 1, 2016.
NEW REQUIREMENTS
In the wake of the introduction of the
Overseas Assets Report, which started with
the 2013 tax year, the Assets and Liabilities
Statement will change as of the 2015 tax year,
with the first report due by March 15, 2016,
for individual taxpayers.
The old Assets and Liabilities Statement
(zaisan saimu meisaisho) will be changed
to the Assets and Liabilities Report (zaisan
saimu chosho) and will request much more
detailed information than the previous
document—including the declaration of
bank accounts held, the name and address of
the banks, the branch name or number, and
the type of account.
However, the new criteria may decrease
the number of people who need to file. Along
with the previous condition of net income
exceeding ¥20 million, the filing requirement
will be triggered by an additional condition:
that individuals hold either worldwide assets
with a gross fair value of ¥300 million or
more, or financial assets amounting to ¥100
million or more as of December 31, which
would also make them subject to the Japan’s
so-called exit tax.
The fact that the taxpayer would not be
subject to the exit tax due to nationality and/
or visa status is irrelevant.
Global assets and liabilities as of December
31 will need to be reported, unless those
assets are already being reported on the same
tax year’s Overseas Assets Report.
Furthermore, taxpayers will have to report
the cost basis for financial securities. This
basis reporting requirement will also extend
to the Overseas Assets Report starting from
the 2015 tax year.
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In addition, and perhaps most
importantly, there will be potential penalties
associated with non-compliance. There is an
associated penalty regime of imprisonment
up to 1 year, or a fine of up to ¥500,000.
Furthermore, there will be additional
penalties on the underreporting of income
taxes and inheritance taxes for assets
excluded from the reports.

INFORMATION COLLECTION
As reported in the September 3, 2015,
edition of the Nikkei Shimbun, Japan’s
National Tax Authority (NTA) revised
the individual tax audit selection criteria
to focus more on high income and high
net-worth individuals, who might not
be fully compliant with income, gift, and
inheritance taxation requirements.
The new Assets and Liabilities Report
and the Overseas Assets Report can be
subject to audit by the tax authorities, and
are a part of this information collection
effort in order to focus the audit selection
criteria. They will also be tools used in
field audits.

MY NUMBER SYSTEM
In addition to the updated asset and
liability reporting requirements, individuals
residing in Japan were sent notifications in
October 2015 from the local government
notifying them of their 12-digit My
Number.
My Number will need to be written on
Japanese income tax statements and tax
returns starting with the 2016 tax year.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?
High income earning and high net-worth
individuals will be subject to closer
scrutiny by the NTA. With the new Assets
and Liabilities Report and My Number
system coming into effect, individuals
should review their tax compliance
requirements and consider any potential
tax planning before the start of the
next year. n

By William Pieschel, PwC Japan

American Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) Taxation Committee Member

Summary: Reporting Assets and Income
OLD
Assets & Liabilities
Statement – until FY2014

NEW
Assets & Liabilities Report
– from FY2015

Overseas Assets
Report
– since FY2013

All individual taxpayers

All individual taxpayers

Permanent residents
of Japan and Japanese
nationals

Filling Threshold

Taxable income > ¥20m

Taxable income > ¥20m
AND
Gross worldwide assets >
¥300m or assets subject to
exit tax > ¥100m

Gross overseas assets >
¥50m as of December

Assets/Liabilities
Subject to
Reporting

Worldwide assets and
liabilities

Worldwide assets
and liabilities, unless
separately reported in
Overseas Assets Report

Overseas assets only

Individuals
Affected
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